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Victim feels decision sends wrong message
By NIKE YOKRZYCKI
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
mugging victim never got a penny for his broken glasses, his torn
Jacket, his trauma from nearly
being choked to death.
The mugger was awarded $2
million, and on Monday, the U.S.
Supreme Court said he could
keep it, if he ever gets it.
The money came at a steep
cost, though. As he ran from the
subway station where he helped
mug Jerome Sandusky in 1984,
Bernard McCummings was paralyzed from the chest down when
a policeman shot him in the back.

A jury and .appeals court found
that the officer used excessive
force.
Asked Monday if he has an,y
sympathy for McCummingi'
physical plight. Sandusky.
laughed.
"Ordinarily I would be sorry
for anyone that was made a
cripple. But he was made a
cripple because of his own
action," the 80-year-old man
said.
Sandusky wasn't laughing
about the decision, issued without
comment, to uphold the damage
award to McCummings.
"I'm infuriated," Sandusky, a

held accountable for your
actions."
Lawrence Heisler, a lawyer for
the Transit Authority, said he was
disappointed the Supreme Court
didn't use the case to rule that
police may shoot unarmed, fleeing suspects who have committed
a violent crime.

Si It's justice turned upside down..and it
sends a terrible message to other guys
that crime does pay. 9!
...Jerome Sandusky
retired textile executive, said in a
telephone interview from his
home in Newark, N.J. "It's Justice turned upside down ... and it
sends a terrible message to other
guys that crime does pay."

York City Transit Authority officials tried to defend an improper
shooting by one of their officers,
falsely testifying that McCummings was shot in the chesi

McCummings' lawyer, David
Brenham contended that New

"The message," Breithart
said, "is that you can't do ss hat ever you want. You have to hc•

"The message is, it's probably
wiser for a police officer to do
nothing, in terms of civil liability," Heisler said.
M,Cummings was 23 and fresh
out of jail for a previous robbery
%the n he attacked Sandusky with
an accomplice in a Manhattan
NtihAav station the night of June

Local man flamed to
commission

Improvements
could mean money
By AMY WILSON
-Staff Writer

a,

III See Page 2

If Murray State University is
able to improve its performance
for the 1994 Kentucky Higher
Education Accountability Baseline Report, it might get a bigger
..„,lhair of. state appropriations for
the 1995-% year.
Under the recommendations
made by the Council on Higher
Education to the governor, a
percent increase next year in
higher education funding will be
divided in the usual way among
the eight state universities.
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, A few of the toys In "Babas In Toyiand," the all-children Christmas production, rehearse for Friday's
opening night show.

Almo woman's
conviction
Local children take center stage
upheld by court
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Look out Broadway, the cast
and crew of "Babes in Toyland"
are ready for opening night at
the Playhouse in the Park.
More than 40 local children
have been cast for parts in the
play, which opens Friday at 8
p.m. They have been rehearsing
for more than eight weeks.
During a dress rehearsal
Monday night, the children said
they do not mind all the practices. In fact, most were eagerly
awaiting their turn on stage.
"I just moved here two years
ago," said Emily Robertson. "It
has helped me meet a lot of
people."
"I'm having fun," Neal Maneck said.
This five-year-old future
actor who plays Little Boy Blue

said he enjoys all the practices.
"I have five lines," Maneck
said proudly.
A Playhouse in the Park veteran, Amy Meloan, plays Miss
Muffett. She said she enjoys
working with the directors and
other actors.
Sara Jane Cunningham, also
known as Little Red Riding
Hood, said being in the play has
helped her personally.
"I'm bashful and this just
gives me a chance to open up,"
she said.
Andrew Parker said he likes
being an actor.
"I've been in three plays —
everytime at Christmas. I've
been doing that since the second grade," he said.
Some children said the performance has its ups and
downs.

"I like the corny costumes
and being around the other
kids," said Chris Naulty, who
plays Simple Simon.
Michael Swain, who plays
Tom Tom, said the rehearsals
are fun and the people are nice
to work with. Rut, he said he is
not so sure about the part v.hcre
he has to dance.
"I have two parts, hut the
hardest part is all the changing
(of costumes)," Rebecca Copps
said.
Others like role-playing.
"I have a nice mother in this
play and I like having a whole
bunch of brothers and sisters,"
said Robin Fox, who plays
Lucy Lockett.
Endless hours of preparation
have gone into the set design,

'M See Page 2
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Muslims say talks in danger of collapse
GENEVA (AP) — Peace talks
on Bosnia -Herzegovina deadlocked today over the future of
the Serb-besieged capital Sarajevo, and Bosnia's U.N. ambassador warned the negotiations could
collapse.
Ambassador Muhamed Sacirbey said the talks were deviating
from a new European Community
plan, which promised a gradual
suspension of economic sanctions
on Serbia if Belgrade pushes
Bosnian Serbs to return more
land to the Muslim -led
government.
Bosnia's Muslim president Alija Izetbegovic met Serbian Presi-

dent Slobodan Milosevic and
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic as the Geneva talksreopened after a two-month
break.
"We made no progress at all,"
a grim-faced Izetbegovic said
upon leaving.
He was to meet later today
with Croatia's President Franjo
Tudjman and Bosnian Croat leader Mate Boban.
Mediators are trying to end 19
months of death and devastation
in Bosnia's three-sided war.
The EC plan outlined Monday
calls for Bosnian Serbs to yield
between 3 and 4 percent more

territory than foreseen under the
peace plan the government
rejected in September.
Bosnian Serbs offered to
exchange land around Sarajevo
for three government-held
enclaves in eastern Bosnia. But
Muslims rejected this, saying it
would actually boost the Serbs'
land share.
"We could in fact see a collapse because we're either going to
discuss on the basis of the European Community mandate or
we're hack to the same place as
before,- Sacirbey said.
The Bosnian ambassador said
his side considers the Sarajevo

SPORTS

EVENTS
•The Rotary Club will sponsor a ham
breakfast Dec. 4 from 6 to 10 a.m. at
Pagliars Restaurant, followed by the
annual Christmas Parade from 10th and
Main Street to Iiinggs & Stratton. For
more information, call 753-5986.

MI For the Murray State Racers, Fayetteville was a nice place — until the game
started

Page 6

question solved for now. Lnder
the September plan, the city
would come under U.N. administration for at least two years.
Milosevic, the key to regional
peace, focused on Sarajevo in
today's meeting, sources close to
the talks said. He was returning
to Belgrade later - today, peace
conference spokesman John Mills
said.
Mills said the latest round of
talks could end as early as Wednesday after a meeting that day
between • Izetbegovic and
Karadzic.

However, the council recommended a 5 percent increase for
the second year which would be
apportioned according to how
well the universities had reached
a set of performance standards
not yet developed.
"Much of the increase in
appropriations will come from
meeting the goals set forth by the
Kentucky Accountability Committee," said Dr. Anita Lawson,

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

-• •
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The report was compiled
because of a bill passed by the
Kentucky General Assembly in
1992 signaling the beginning of a
systematic accounting and reporting of community college and
university effectiveness.
According to Dr. Gary Cox,
. executive director of the ('HE,
this series of accountability
reports, 24 in all, highlights the
variations among institutions, but
"any effort to use these reports to
make comparisons between institutions is misplaced and
misguided."
"We are proud of how WC
came out even though this is a
III See Page 2

KERA:

The Kentucky Education
Reform Act is changing every
school system, and the Murray
Independent System is no
different.
The Murray system, which has
long ,_•onsidered itself one o (the
hest in the state, has been forced
like every other system to take a
long, hard look at how it educates
This is one in a series
students.
of
occasional stories
Murray superintendent W.A.
the Kentucky
about
Franklin says it could be decades
before Kentuckians know if
Education Reform
KERA is working — and its
and its impact
Act
impact on how Kentucky eduon the various
cates it.s children.
aspects of the local
"I think the jury is still out. We
measure things over many years,
system.
educational
over decades," Franklin said.
"When you have something that
is as fundamentally new and different as KERA is, it's difficult
direction. It's caused our entire
to say what the impact has been
state to take a grassroots look at
— looking at our final_ goals.:1 —
every thing we do," Franklin
And KERA has changed everysaid. "The legislature has caused
thing — from how a school sysus all to rethink how we were
tem is funded and governed, to educating kids, whether we were
how a teaches and a student
as successful as we wanted to be.
learns.
"It has started us in a new
See Page 2

The Dynamics
of Change

EXTRA
••
•Murray State University's Gums Center will host a Christmas celebration
Dec 4 from 630 to 8.30 p m. Also scheduled is the annual Hanging of the
Green ceremony at 5 p.m. Dec. 5 in the
Curns Center.

assistant to the president for institutional planning.
Lawson said the committee
will make recommendations to
the CHE for approval.
"It isn't just a report," she said.
"It is a very serious document,
much like a final exam."

Murray system
takes second look
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MSU Report Card

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
. man has been appointed
'
Murray
to the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights today by Gov.
Brereton Jones.
Buster Skinner replaces Karla
Pritchett Church, Henderson, as
1st Supreme Court District
representative.
A new chairman and three
other new members of the Kenktucky Commi,ssiorr on Human
Rights were also appointed by
Jones.
Howard 0. Mann, a Corbin
attorney and incumbent commission member, was appointed
chairman to replace Edgar S.
Goins, according to an executive

CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal appeals court upheld the conviction of a Kentucky woman in
an interstate murder-for-hire
scheme.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Monday rejected the
arguments of Cordelia Williams
of Almo, who was convicted of
soliciting and helping her brother
plot the murder of her estranged
husband, Earnest Mitchell, of San
Antonio.
Ms. Williams asked her
brother, Danny Williams of Murray, in November 1991 to help
find a hit man to kill her husband
so she could collect on an insurance policy before their divorce
became final, according to court
records.

28, 1984. A third young man
stood lookout.
Sandusky was struck and
pinned to the ground while his
pockets were rifled He screamed
for help "The guy who was
choking me kept saying, 'If you
don't shut up I'm going to choke
And he almost
you to death
did," Sandusky said.
Two plainclothes transit police
officers ran up. As McCummings
fled, Officer Manuel Rodriguei
shot him twice.
Sandusky was left with 3
bloody nose and a desire to move
out of New York City.
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Consumers confident

•Victim...
FROM PAGE 1

paternity lawsuit against McCummings and a fraud claim the
authority has filed against his
previous lawyer
Sandusk said he was never
reimbursed for his jacket or his
glasses -- •'not to mention my
state of mind " Ile said lawyers
have told him it's too late for him
to sue M.Cumniings

McCummings pleaded guilty to
attempted robbery and served
more than two years in jail. Then
he sued the Transit Authority.
After a series of appeals, the
Transit Authority paid about S3.I
million this year. Breitbart got
about a third, and the agency is
withholding the rest because of a

Breithari Said MsCummings,
ill and unavailable tor comment,
was sorry he mugged Sandusky
but had no thought of sharing his
wealth wall his4#M.
•
"Was Mr. Sandusky hurt?"
Smits:in said. "He didn't have
any injury. ... Bernard's going to
be crippled for the rest of his

SUBSCRIBE
Do you have enough
life insurance"

A:

NEW YORK (AP) — Consumer confidence rose sharply in
November, reflecting greater
optimism about the job market
and the economy in general, a
widely followed survey reported
today.
The Conference Board, a New
York research group that tracks
sentiment through a monthly poll,
said its consumer confidence
index registered an unexpectedly
strong gain of 11 ipoints to 71.2,
up from a revised 60.5 reading in
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FROM PAGE 1
And we probably concluded that
we weren't as successul as we
wanted to be. We weren't doing
what we wanted to do."
KERA did that by changing the
approach.
"Sometimes what we used to
say was: Let's just work hard.
What we finally concluded was
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.93.6 percent of graduating
seniors rated overall instruction
as either "good" or "excellent."
014 percent of graduates have
been successful in finding fulltime employment.

HEAR YOUR FAVORITES featuring.
'Learning to Lean', 'Turning the Soil',
'How Greet Thou Art', & many more! is

•School research activities,
which have involved 1,630 participants, have helped promote

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Wednesday • December 1
7:30 p.m.

that our work ethic was really
good," Franklin said. "But we
just had to do it differently —
have a different approach — to
have the fundamental change we
needed."
Unlike the Calloway County
system, which enthusiastically
embraced KERA from the beginning, the Murray school system
has taken a more cautious
approach to KERA.
"I think our approach was that
we had been doing an excellent
job with the kids in the traditional approach," Franklin said. "Our
record speaks for itself. We had
19 kids graduate last year who
were all A's. Twenty-five percent
of our kids were all A's and 8
percent were National Merit
finalists. That tells me that the
teachers have been doinra good
jb"I'm sure that Our teachers
looked around and said 'We've
been doing a good job.' We just
didnt' way, 'Let's abandon all of
that.' We said, 'Let's cautiously
move into the new arena. Don't
throw away what's been workng
for us, let's retain as much as we
can, and let's use the new method
and mesh these together so we
can have the best of both
worlds."
And once into KERA, the Murray system has, acted aggressive-

FROM PAGE 1
baseline report," Lawson said.
"These figures backed up some
of the things we have said about
ourselves."

Call the circulation dept between
5'30-6 pm. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p m Saturday at 753-1916
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You Are Invited • A Christian Music Spectacular

FROM PAGE 1
costumes _and lighting.
A number of volunteers have
spent time working with director Becky Potillo.
"The parents have been very
helpful and supportive," Potillo
said.
With a theater major from
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, Potillo said this
directing experience is new.
She has never directed this
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eral decades.
ly. The system remodeled the
KERA has replaced those with
middle school and Robertson
Elementary School in order to a comprehensive assesment —
which breaks student work into
have a building arrangement that
fits in directly with KFRA's four categories from novice to
—distinguished. School systems
primary school program.
have to improve scores and keep
"In order to have the right kind
of primary program, we had to improving scores. No longer are
create the right kind ol school they measuring success against
that only has primary in it," other systems — but instead
Franklin said. "We decided the against themselves.
So far, Murray is still performbest way to find it was to focus
ing at the levels it did before
in on the ungraded primary —
and not have the fifth grade of KERA, even though Franklin
sixth grade in the building (at believes the test started too soon.
Robertson)."
"Two years ago, right out of
And although there have been the chute, nobody was properly
some retirements in the system, prepared. The faculty didn't
Franklin said the staff has been know how to prepare our students
receptive to KERA — within
to take the test," Franklin said.
guidelines.
"The truth of the matter is, we
should have been doing the base"They've gotten well beyond
questioning it or challenging it," line about nght now. But I'm not
Franklin said. "They are not bargoing to criticize it. The second
riers to it. We've been through a
round of assesment scores have
lot of professional development come in, and now will get ready
and I think we now know what for a third set of scores. And then
we did fits in with the model of we'll have some numbers to look
it. A lot of what we were doing is
at."
right on track — but a lot of it
And more KERA challenges to
needs to be changed."
face.
One thing that has drastically
"It started us along the road,"
changed is how educational sucFranklin said. "We're on that
cess is measure. Gone are the
road. We haven't got to the end
standardiied tests like. the CTBS
or the road, we're not halfway
and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
that thousands of Kentucky childdown the road. We're just at the
ren have taken over the last sevleading .edge f the road."
,

KERA (Kentucky Education
Reform Act) goals.
'Full-time faculty teach 90.6
percent of the classes at Murray
State, part-time instructors teach
8.3 percent and graduate assistants telch 1.1 percent.
"We were especially pleased
with the results of the facultyworkload survey, as well as the
alumni and graduating senior
surveys," Lawson said.
The. Kentucky Accountability
Committee includes a representative from the CHE, as well as one
person from each university.
"We arc in the middle of working on the second report," Law-

many child actors before.
"The kids are responding
wonderfully," she said. "They
pay attention and really focus.
They want to do well."
The actors and volunteers
have offered useful creative
input which has helped bring
the toyland to life, according to
Potillo said approximately
one-third of the cast has previous theater experience.
"They have a strong education program at the Playhouse.

son said. "From now on, a report
will he expected each
December."
Murray State President Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth calls the baseline
report a "challenge for
improvement."
"We are confident that, with an
appropriate level of state support,
subsequent annual reports will
demonstrate positive change in
those areas where change is possible," Kurth said.
The report was prepared by
Lawson and Fugen Muscle, coordinator of the office of institutional research.

They want kids to experience a
lot of different types of theater," Potillo said.
The Playhouse produces at
least one play annually that is
geared for an all-child cast.
"Babes in Toyland" will continue Dec. 4 and 5 and Dec. 10
through 12. Friday and Saturday
night performances begin at 8
p.m. A Sunday matinee will
start at 2 p.m. For reservations,
call 759-1752.

•Almo...
FROM PAGE 1
Danny Williams entered a plea
bargain in the case.
Appeals Judges Nathaniel
Jones, Alice Batchelder and
Anthony Celebrezze rejected Ms.
Williams' argument that alcoholism prevented her from remembering her part in the plan to kill
her husband.

4.
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Other appointees, all for terms
expiring Sept. 12, 1996:
—Naomi R. Diaz, Louisville,
replacing lames A. Crumlin,
Louisville, as 4th Supreme Court
District representative.
—M. Gayle Hoffman, Elsmere,
replacing Dana E. Deering, Fort
Thomas, as a state -at-large
representative.
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FROM PAGE 1
order by Jones.
The commission is a watchdog
agency in discrimination cases.
New members included Joseph
H. McMillan, a University of
Louisville education professor
who has helped direct the Rev.
Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition in Kentucky.
McMillan, who is to represent
the state at large, replaced Lillian

▪ MSU...
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Ck:tober.
Such a nse in the survey of
consumer sentiment "has
occurred only rarely in the
25-year history of this survey
program," the Conference Board
said.
The index, calculated on a
1985 base of 100, is derived from
consumer responses to questions
that range from home-buying
plans to local job conditions. It is
considered a useful barometer for
gauging the economic outlook.
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Japanese government under pressure to take action
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TOKYO (AP) — Profits are
down. unemployment is rising,
the stock market has 10st almost
20 percent of its value in the last
month. Pressure is building on
Japan's new government to throw
the sinking economy a lifeline.
Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa took office in August
pledging to wipe out political
corruption, promote government
efficiency and revive the slumping economy, in that order.
But with lapin in its wont
recession in two decades, Hosokawa facer mounting pressure to
make the economy his No. I
concern.
"The market's direction
depends on what the government
is or isn't going to do," says
Kathy Matsui, strategist at Bare- --

lays de Zoete Wedd. "So far, it
Just sits smack there and seems to
do nothing."
A day after the main barometer
of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
plummeted to its lowest level in
over a year, reports that leaden
were studying options to deal
with the crisis pushed share
prices higher.
But fresh bad news limited the
stock market's rebound and highlighted the fragility of its
recovery.
The government announced
today that Japan's jobless rate
jumped to a nearly six-year high
of 2.7 percent in October. While
low in comparison with most
industrialized countries, the rate
was the highest since February

Democrats drop lawsuit
over Rollins' remarks
TRENTON, NJ.(AP) — Democrats dropped their lawsuit seeking to overturn the gubernatorial election but said they may revive
it if criminal probes uncover evidence that Republicans paid to suppress black voters.
Democrats said Monday they would not pursue the lawsuit
because they did not have enough evidence against the GOP.
Their decision came after two of Gov.-elect Christie Whitman's
former campaign managers — Ed Rollins and Webster B. "Dan"
Todd Jr. — told Democratic lawyers under oath they knew nothing
about efforts to discourage black voters from going to the polls.
Rollins ignited the controversy when he boasted to reporters that
Republicans paid $500,000 to black ministers and Democratic
workers not to encourage blacks to vote. He later retracted the
statement.
Whitman said she was to meet today with federal and state prosecutors, and remained confident their probes would reach the same
conclusion the Democrats did.
"There's nothing there," she said Monday. "I don't quite understand how you keep something going based on allegations by one
person that were denied the next day without a shred of corroborating evidence."
Democratic State Chairman Raymond Lesniak and Democratic
National Chairman David Wilhelm said in a joint statement Monday that "the Rollins and Todd testimony strains credulity."
However, they said they would go back to court if investigations
by the U.S. Attorney's Office or two former state attorneys general
turn up evidence proving a systematic or widespread effort to block
black votes.
Gov. Jim Florio said through a spokesman that he supported Lesniak's decision.
Regardless of the Democrats' action, a spokeswoman for the
Rev. Al Sharpton said a group of black ministers would continue to
pursue a $500 million slander lawsuit against Rollins and the Republican State Committee.
Unofficial results show Whitman's 26,620-vote victory over
Florio was the second-closest gubernatorial race in state history.
The Board of State Canvassers meets today to certify the results.

Kevorkian surrenders after new
assisted-suicide charge filed
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP)
Dr. Jack Kevorkian surrendered
to police today to face a third
charge of violating Michigan's
ban on assisted suicide.
Police had declared Kevorkian
a fugitive after he failed to show
up for arraignment on the charge
filed late Monday. But his
lawyer, Michael Schwartz, had
promised the retired pathologist
would turn himself in today.
"I don't feel like a fugitive,"
Kevorkian said as he arrived at
the police station. Arraignment
was scheduled for later in the
morning.
On Monday, Schwartz angrily
dismissed the prosecutors'
tactics.
"They know he's no fugitive,"
he said. "They're just doing this
because they want to discredit
Dr. Kevorkian through any
means, fair or foul."

Schwartz accused authorities
of delaying the new charge until
late in the day so Kevorkian
would have to spend the night in
jail.
Police said they weren't actively searching for him Monday
night, despite the warrant.
The latest charge involves the
Oct. 22 death of Merian Frederick, 72, of Ann Arbor, who had
Lou Gehrig's disease. She died in
Kevorkian's presence by inhaling
carbon monoxide in an apartment
Kevorkian rented next to his own.
Her death was the 19th suicide
that Kevorkian, 65, has attended
since 1990.
He has been free on bond
while awaiting trials in January
and February in the deaths of two
men who inhaled carbon monoxide in his presence.

Queen Elizabeth gives Bush
rarely awarded top honor
LONDON (AP) — Former
President Bush has been awarded
an honorary knighthood, the
highest honor Britain can bestow
on a foreigner, the Foreign Office
announced today.
Bush, who is on a private visit,
was to receive the knighthood
from Queen Elizabeth II at Buckingham Palace this afternoon.
Bush and his wife, Barbara, were
also to have lunch with the
queen.
Bush receives the Knight
Grand Cross of the Order of the
Bath, the rarely awarded top
order of knighthoods. The only
other American to receive it since
World War II was former President Reagan, a close ally of former Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher.
The award to Bush was recommended by Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd.
British officials said it marked
the close relationship between the
Republican president and Britain's Conservative government,
particularly during the Gulf War.
Because they are foreigners,

American citizens are not known
as "Sir" — like Britons given
kniRhthoods.

1988. According to an Asahi
Bank report, the jobless rate
whuld be about 6.5 percent if calculated by U.S. standards.
Jittery investors reacted to that
bad news with a spate of selling
that pushed share pnces knver at
midday.
The Nikkei Stock Average,
Tokyo's main index, rose 127.83
points, or 2.04 percent, today to
close at 16,406.54 after a day of
volatile swings in both directions.
On Monday, the index shed
647.66 points, or 3.87 percent. to
close at 16,078.71.
'The disappointment is pretty
complete," says Richard C. Koo,
senior economist at Nomura
Research Institute. "Nothing on
the horiron suggests an economic

recovery or recovery in corporate
profits. There is nothing to look
forward to."
Monday's fall capped a monthlong decline of close to 3.7(10
points Analysts said the drop
was not a reaction to any specific
event, just the lack of good news.
Consider the following -In recent weeks, Japanese
manufacturers reported sharp
drops in profits across the board
for the half-year that ended in
September. Many businesses
have announced job cuts or cutbacks in production.
—The private thinktank Japan
Economic Research institute estimated Tuesday that Japan's economy shrank in real terms by It)
percent from July to September
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"The sti k market is warning
of a bottomless downturn," the
newspaper Mainichi warned in an
editorial Monday. "To prevent a
disaster, ellective economic programs need to be implemented
quickly."

One possible move would he to
set aside political reform legislation, which appears headed for
trouble in the upper house, and
enact an income tax cut Another
idea being considered is channell-
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INFERTILITY AND CONTRACEPTION
Dr. Stephen It Hall, HH/GYN
Saturday, December 11
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Classroom
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CONTRACEPTION
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1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Upcoming 1994 Saturday Seminars
Feb 19 Seizures and Their Treatment
[)r Jon Gustafson Neurologist

Mar 5 Menopause
Dr Stephen K Hall OKGYN

Apr. 3 Let's Talk About Your Medications
Mike Pipkin Pharmacist
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'Light, portable clean
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THERMOSTAT
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CONTROL

Tim Henderson and Charlie Deroush
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Services, Inc.
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On the ixssitisc siddrices
aren't rising Consumer inflation
is running about 1.4 percent
annually and producer prices are
falling. but then, so are wages.

Complex trade deal promises
much, but remains elusive
GENEVA (AP) — World leadwhen ministers trom about 100
ers support it. Businessmen plead countries got together in the Urufor it. American textile workers guayan seaside resort of Punta
and French farmers loathe it.
del Este and decidej to build a
A single four-letter word —
bigger. brighter anebetter v.orld
GATT — is now at the center of trading order.
a giant world trade debate that
After repeated delays, the talks
could determine the fortunes of
called the Uruguay Round
nations for years to come.
after thet-r birthplace — are now
At stake: an additional S270 hurtling toward a Dec. 15 dead
billion in annual global income line and hundreds afTdiplomats
due to increased exports, accord- arc locked in . long ilWning bar
ing to some estimates. The snag? gaining sessions.
The agreement must be reached
The deadline is the last date
by Dec. IS.
that President Clinton can submit
For those who haven't been a finished agreement to Congress
paying attention, the General on an all-or--nothing basis. If the
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade accord comes later, congressmen
is a set of world trade rules. It is can pick at individual provisions.
also the name of the organization stretching out the process
that enforces and updates these endlessly.
rules to let market forces work.
Since the United States is the
GATT came into being in .1948 world's biggest c.conomy. a
as part of efforts to re-shape.tbe G AlI. a, orif u.ittiout the l'nuc,1
world economy after the Great States would -be- worth- nothing.
Depression and World War II.
Special interests are affected
On the whole it's ,been fairly everywhere. There will be short,
successful. At,, series of GATT term job losses as previously proaccords has cut customs taxes tected sectors like French farming
over the past 40 years from about and American textiles are opened
40 percent to an average 5 per- up to 'foreign competition. In
cent of the price of an imported addition, lobbies in dozens ot
product.
•
countries are jostling to make
That's good news for exporting their voice heard so making a
countries: They can sell more, deal is more difficult.
which creates more wealth, which
Some of the controversial
creates more jobs, which creates areas:
yet more wealth. Consumers in
Agriculture. The average
importing countries have a wider. European and A.merican cow
range of products in the stores at receives more government funds
lower prices — though cheap than workers in many developing
imports can sometimes threaten countries earn in a year. Producdomestic producers.
tion supports raise pr es for FC
But world trade has changed
consumers while export
and
and the GATT rules have fallen
subsidies help their exporters sell
behind.
farm gcxxls at lower prices than
Take the case of the family car. unsubsidi/ed puaductrs in CanaThe-car manufacturer may be a da and Argentina. French farJapanese company, which builds
mers, who would be especially
the car in Europe, using compobadly hit by. lower subsidies, are
nents made in several different furious at reform plans.
countries and borrowing money
from an American bank.
—Textiles "Trade not aul,•' is
Both the Japanese car company
the cry from poor countries like
and the American bank face a
Bangladesh. which face limits on
bewildering array of bureaucratic
their exports of textiles to wealthobstacles before they can start
y countries that shield their
their cross-border operations. -domestic textile-makers. Some
And each individual car compo- estimates say it costs up to
nent is subject to a wide array of 5X2,000 to protect a single job in
obscure import taxes. Once the the American clothing sector —
car is assembled, new export barmoney that could go to create
riers loom, including standard jobs in more efficient sectors.
customs duties and self-imposed
Meanwhile, an average family of
"export restraints" and other
quotas. Many are probably illegal four in America could pay an
but are difficult to challenge eslimated 5110 less lot their
because the rules are out of date. clothes if import harriers. were
The current effort to 'update removed, which is what GATT is
GATT began in September 1986, trying to do.

ing funds to small and medium
sited businesses hardest hit bs
the downturn
Despite the had news. Hosokawa's gosernment is enjoying
record high populants ratings - more than 70 percent in most
polls. But the plunge in share
prices has shaken confidence in
the government's plans to pull
the countrs out of recession.

--a contra.:tion in real terms 4)1
1.8 percent.
--Department store sales are
down. Plant and equipment
investment, and machinery
orders., all negative
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EDITORIAL

Murray State should
not become simply
an academic island
Murray State University cannot survive and
thrive if it becomes little more than an academic
island.
Never shguld it be forgotten that being a regional
university, a term for some years routinely applied
to Murray State (and other state institutions like it),
is ndt a one-way proposition.
Serving the educational as well as other needs of
our area of West Kentucky is a vital part of it. But
it also involves, quite necessarily, having the continuing support of people in the service region.
Neither really can do without the other. Yet the
full impact of that reality seems to have been lost
somewhere in the rationale of the university's Task
Force on Academic Restructuring.
We refer to a proposal to eliminate direct subsidies to "public service" programs. A case in point is
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
It has been proposed for a cut of more than
$52,000 in funding despite the sense of identity it is
providing for Murray State on an ever-accelerating
basis. Visitation, for instance, increased 54 percent
in just the past year.
Two members from each of eight counties in the
Jackson Purchase make up the museum's regional
advisory board. Its regular meetings are moved
around to different locations in those counties.
Opened in 1982, it was renovated with local and
government money allocated specifically for creation of a,Jackson Purchase area museum. Since that
time, it s served increasingly as a conveyer of the
rich history and tradition of the area.
The building is a history lesson in itself. It was
the first cctructed- on ttie campus after Murray
was designated in 1922 as the site for a new state
normal school. The landmark is now listed on the
. National Register of Historic Places.
Undoubtedly the museum's best days as an outreach medium for linking Murray State and the local and area citizenry lie ahead.
As one example, its KERA-related "Best of Jackson Purchase" program will serve public education
and bring middle school students, parents and
teachers to the campus.
The importance of having outstanding academic
programs cannot be argued. Nor would we try.
Yet for Murray State to grow and develop to its
full academic potential, it must have students.
Without visibility afforded by the museum and
other "public service" programs, the process of
attracting them would be substantially hampered.
In a time of fiscal crisis, it is so easy to forget the
roots of outreach which are necessary if the effort
to recruit good students is to be nurtured fully.
Murray State should not fall into that mode and be
stampeded into actions later to be regretted.
What we should not forget is how much easier it
is to do than to undo.

FROM OUR READERS
An 'Alice in Wonderland'policy

L

Dear Editor:
I was composing a "Letter to the Editor" having to do with Murray
State University's recently adopted policy on "intolerance" when
David Roos' letter of Friday, Nov. 26, appeared, which states my position much better than I could.
I cannot believe that the Board of Regents of Murray State University would adopt such a policy at what is supposed to be a liberal arts
university. Apparently, they want Murray State students to come out
of the education mill with no feelings of "contempt" for anything.
I wonder if it is possible for black students to have "contempt" for
the Ku Klux Klan and not get arrested by the THOUGHT POLICE.
Can a student have "contempt" for the Nazi Political Party or the
"Moonies" Political Organization?
The sad thing is that the only comment by the Board of Regents
who "passed" this "policy" was one who expressed dissatisfaction that
one part of the policy wasn't strong enough.
This is straight out of Alice in Wonderland. Have these people never heard of the First Amendment?
Max W. Parker
104 North 4th Street, Murray
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Exhibit showcases 'the good war'
I've heard the story so many
times I feel as if I actually lived
through the Day of Infamy in
1941. Even though I was not born
until after World War H, I can
hear the crackling voice on the
radio early Sunday afternoon. It
might have interrupted an episode
of "The Quiz Kids" or broken
into a song by Bing Crosby.
My parents had recently moved
to what they called "the country"
— Long Island — where my
father worked for Newsday. The
larger daily he'd worked for in
Westchester had gone out of business the year before, a late casualty of the Great Depression.
My mother and father met in
New York around the stock
market crash, some time in the
late 1920s. They always
described that era in roaring and
riotous terms — gangsters, speakeasies and bathtub gin. Everyone, even my parents, seemed to
lead daring and irreverent lives,
like Zelda and F. Scott
Fitzgerald.
According to my father, men
made fortunes on the stock market during the day with the same
ease they might toss a tip to a
shoeshine boy in Grand Central
Station. At night women in diamonds and furs strolled down
Broadway with these same men
— now dressed in tails and top
hats.
The music stopped the. day
after the market collapsed. "Millionaires were jumping out of

windows on Wall Street,- my
father used to say. I pictured men
in bankers' grey suits floating
through the air with S100 bills
streaming from their pockets.
My parents had married in
1933, "the height of the Depression" my mother always termed
that year. I often wondered if she
was referring to the Great
Depression or her own personal
version of it.
They started a family right
away, so by •1941 there were
three children — two girls and ay
boy — and a budget stretched
tighter than those filmy white
curtains on a wooden drying
frame.
On Long Island, they rented a
duplex, "half a house" my mother
called it, as if it were missing
something.
Just as people in my generation
can recall exactly where they
were when John F. Kennedy was
shot, my mother remembered
Dec. 7, 1941, with the clarity that
accompanies great tragedy.
She said she brake down and
wept when she heard the bulletin
that the Japanese had bombed

Pearl Harbor 31 dawn. "You just
couldn't believe that anything
like that could really happen,"
she declared.
For the next four years, she
lived in constant fear, worrying
how she would get to the children
if there were an air raid while
they were at school. --My older
siblings suffered their own terrors, especially those drills in
which they were instructed to run
home as fast as they could, in
preparation for an enemy attack.
No one in the family got used
to the sound of the planes from
Mitchell Field flying overhead at
night. "We were never sure
whether they were ours," my
mother recalled.
My family history includes
talcs of ,victor)‘,.gardens, V .Mail,
ration books, and shortages of
Just about.everything. One of my
mother's favorite tales of the war
involved her attempts to get rubber hands for her little girls'
braids in the early '40s.
"Lady," the man behind the
counter railed, "don't you know
there's a war going on?"

Another story that brings a
smile is about my brother, nearly
7 when the war started, who
thought the initials G.I. stood for
General Eisenhower.
For those of us who did not
experience World War II directly,
memories of that era live on
through our family history. For
those who are interested in knowing more about those years, the
National Scouting Museum exhibit "A Good Turn for Uncle Sam:
Boy Scouts on the Homefront
1941-1945" will be on display at
the Murray-Calloway County
Public Library from Dec. 5, 1993,
to Jan. 30, 1994.
Sponsored jointly by VFW
Post 6291. the Scouting Museum,
the library, and the West Kentucky Play. wrights'- Festival of•
Playhouse in the Park, the exhibit
is open to the public at no charge.
A reception on Sunday, Dec. 5,
from 3 to 5 p m. will be hosted
by the I adies Auxiliary of the
local VFW. For more information
CCifIlact Mark Hunt, director of
the National Scouting Museum,
at 762-311t7.
The "Homefront" exhibit
showcases the projects undertaken by Boy Scouts in support of
the war effort. From the collection of tons of scrap, to the distribution of millions of posters and
pamphlets, a roster of 1.5 million
Scouts pitched in between 1941
and 1945 to support the Allied
victory through various service
projects.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 23, The Times Union, Albany. N.Y.. on term limits:
The voting results on term limit proposals would lead one to suspect that those most dissatisfied with the way government does business are the voters themselves.
The most significant vote took place in New York City, where voters, by a 2 to I ratio, limited the number of terms elected officials can
serve. In the Big Apple, nearly every organized interest that spoke out
on the measure — government workers, unions, even Common Cause
and the Chamber of Commerce — spoke out against it.
The voters chose limits anyway. Indeed, voters across the country
have been saying "yes" to limits — almost every time they have been
given the chance to voice their opinion.
The voters favor term limits for the same reason politicians and
special interests oppose them. Both understand that term limits will
drastically change the way things arc done. With members of congress, say, limited to two or three terms, the idea of professional politician will be well on its way to becoming a thing of the past.
More important is what that will mean in terms of how term-limited
lawmakers see their role. Knowing that they have only a short time in
office, they will be much less under the control of special interest
groups, be they federal lawmakers, contractors, farmers or welfare
recipients. That should make it easier for a member of congress to
more consider what would he good for the country as a whole — what

would be the "right" thing to do — than what would benefit one
category of constituents.
One hopes so, anyway. What is more certain is that under the rules
of the current system, government cannot act responsibly.
Nov. 19, The Globe and Mail, Toronto, on Clinton and
NAFTA:
Well, glory be. The elephant is not afraid of the mouse. Bill Clipton
has a backbone. The, American political system is not incapable of
decisive action. The Democrats, some of them anyway, are no longer
in thrall to the unions. The forces of darkness — Pat Buchanan, Ross
Perot, Richard Gephardt — have taken a pasting. Democracy and the
market economy can take solid root in Latin America. A world without barriers, the nations joined in a global process of wealth creation,
is within our grasp.
The plaudits that are already rolling in for Bill Clinton — and, let
us say, Al Gore — (for their support of the North American Free
Trade Agreement) are richly deserved. Not known as a man of strong
convictions, or not when there was much to be lost in their defense, ...
Clinton bet his presidency on the outcome of that vote, on an issue
that many of his advisers told him was not worth the risk. His judgment was right, his tactics were deft, and his courage in taking on
powerful constitutencies within his own party is frankly inspiring.

Many reaching out; guard your wallet
Today's politicians and other
public figures need arms so long
that their hands drag on the
pavement.
They need these long limbs in
order to "reach out" You've probably noticed that "reaching out" is
what most politicians do these days.
Hardly a moment passes without
one of them reaching out or saying
By the time Clinton leaves office,
that someone else should reach out
he will probably be the reachinghad a computer search for the
outest president in our history.
"reach out" phrase in three newsIn contrast, I couldn't find even
papers -- the Chicago Tribune, the
one reach-out by George Bush,
New York Times and the Washingwhich wasn't surprising. Bush is one
ton Post -- to see how many times it
of a restrained generation, while
was used this year.
Clinton came of age in the touchy.
can't give you a precise figure
feely era.
because the computer churned out a
stack of paper as big as a phone
However,some of Bush's supporbook.
ters weren't above it. In a campaign
speech, one of them said: "The
But as I suspected, one of the
biggest reacher-outers is President President himself will have to reach
Clinton.
out to a broader group." Alas, the
broader group was out of reach.
Just the other day, Clinton exBut the Clinton administration is
pressed anger at those who "would
criticize me for trying to reach ,out far deeper in reacherouters.
for the support of all people."
Vice President Albert Gore: "I
Earlier, he said: "We have to °will do everything I can to give this country an opportunity to reach out
reach out to every one of our young
for change ..."
people who want a job. ..."
In another speech, he said: "ToGore again: "I personally particiday, I am here to challenge you to
pated in that effort to reach out and
reach out your hands to them for we
asked a whole series of Republican
have been divided for too long."
leaders about the possibility of
And while urging whites to supcreating a bipartisan approach."
port Mayor David Dinkins of New
Gore once more: "It is time to end
York, he said: "It's this deep-seated
the categories of us and them, you
reluctance we have, against all our
and me, and reach out for 'We the
people.'"
better judgment, to reach out across
these lines."
David Gergen,Clinton's commuIn urging people to vote, he said:
nications chief: "The President has
"Reach out and call your friends and
made quite clear that he wants to be
family and tell them this is the most an innovative, centrist president, to
important election ..."
reach out ..."
Clinton has also praised Israeli
David Wilhelm, the Democratic
leaders for "trying to reach out to the ,chairman: "If we can prove that we
Palestinians."
can govern, that's the best way of

reaching out to the people we need
to reach out to."
Aide George Stephanopoulos:
"President Clinton wants to reach
out to Republicans on key parts of
his legislative agenda ..."
Health Secretary Donna Shalala:
"Each of us, every day, can make a
difference in the life of some child if
we arc willing to take the risk to
reach out."
Members of Congress are also
big on reaching out. (No, I'm not
referring to when they reach out and
say,"Thanks for the campaign contribution," which is their favorite
form of reaching out. Or when Sen.
Bob Packwood reaches out for
anything in a skirt.)
Sen. Bill Bradley, for example,
said: "I hope that President Clinton
encourages Americans to reach out
generously toward the peoples of
Russia, Ukraine and the other
republics."
•
And others, too numerous to
name, have recently talked about
reaching out to all of us by creating
laws that make us happier and more
prosperous. Of course, they plan to
do this by finding new ways to reach
out for money.
This has led to Ross Perot using
the reach-out line, but in a less
touchy-feelings context. "Our legislators are arrogant. We've got to
organize and reach out and tap them
on the shoulder and let them know
we're watching."

It should be no surprise that Jesse
Jackson is one of the leading
reacher-outers: "Above all Democrats, we must reach out to our
children. Our children are in trouble. We must reach out to our
children."
A sentiment echoed by Ben Chavis, head of the NAACP: "I know
we need to reach out and embrace
our young people."
Louis Farrakhan, the noted
honky-basher, is getting into reaching out. But not with smooches. He
said: "It is not enough to tell blacks
to reach out to America's mainstream. America's mainstream must
also reach out to us."
Reaching out has become so
popular that it has even spread to the
sports world, where reaching out
used to be limited to punching and
tackling.
Michael McCaskey,the owner of
the Chicago Bears, has said: "If you
are trying to establish a Bear family
- feeling,then you reach out to people
when something off the field causes
them genuine distress."
Nancy Lopez, the woman golfer,
said the women's golf tour has to
appeal to more women. "I think we
really have to reach out to women,
because I think women have a lot of
power."
Even Richard Esquinas, who
wrote the shabby book about his
golf gambling matches with Michael Jordan, said he wrote it because he was trying to "reach out to
Michael." Sure.Or maybe Michael's
checkbook.
I will doge by saying that I hope
this column serves to reach out to
public figures and encourages them
to shut up about reaching out. This
should not become a nation of
ropers.
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Mrs. Parks will be honored Friday
Mrs. Bessie Parks will observe her 101st birthday on Dec. 4. A
reception in her honor will be Friday, Dec. 3, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Wild Raspberry, north side of court square in downtown
Murray. This will be hosted by her daughter. Bonnie Raspberry. All
relatives and friends are invited to come by to visit with Mrs. Parks
on Friday.

Four-H banquet will be tonight
The annual 4-H Achievement and Awards dinner will be tonight
(Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of Callowiy County High
School. At this time we will honor 4-Hers and leaders for their
achievements for the 1993 4-H year." said Jane H. Steely, County
Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth Development.

Doll Club meeting on Wednesday

74

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will have a Christmas party and
luncheon at the home of Geneva Osborne, 711 Usher St., Mayfield,
on V.ednesday. Dec. 1, at 11 a.m. Each one is asked to bring a
covered dish for the luncheon, a doll to give to the needy, and a
gift for exchange.

Music Chorus plans rehearsal

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Sawyer

The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal on Thursday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. Beth Stribling is pianist. Margie Shown, director, urges
all members to attend. This group will be performing at the annual
Christmas Open House and Program on Sunday, Dec. 5. at 2 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club House to which the public is invited
to attend.

Garland and Sawyer
wedding vows are said

Civitans will meet Thursday

Donna
:Michelle Garland and Chrisiopher Brandon Sawyer %ere
married Saturday, Oct. 16, at Highland Chapel Union Church, Ridge.
top, Tenn.
Parents of the couple arc Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lyons of Alino and
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Tomlin of Franklin, Tenn.
The bride chose her sister-in-law. Mrs. Kathlene Garland oi Oak
Ridge, Tenn.. as matron ot honor.
The grooni chose his brother, Jonathan Sawyer ot Franklin. lenn
as hest man. Ring bearer was Ryan Garland, nephew ot the bride
Following the ceremony a reception was at O'Charley 's at Cioodlettsville, Tenn.
After a wedding trip to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
the bridal couple is _residing at Brentwood, Tenn.
The new Mrs. Sawyer is employed as a customer serviLe representative of Norandal. [SA Inc. of Brentwood. Tenn. Mr. Sawyer is
employed hy The Legends Club of Tennessee.

Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Dcc. 2, at noon at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. A special musical program will be
presented by Helen Steffen Boughton, violinist, and Oneida White,
pianist. President Eva Mohler reminds all Civitans to be present
and invites interested cituens to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will have .4-"Candlelighting and Potluck
Service7 on Thursday, Dcc. 2, at 7 p.m. in the private dining room
of cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
.
comprised•of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS),
stillbirths or miscarriages. "You will have contact with people who
listen and who offer support," according to Chapter Leader Hilda
Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

Health Express to be at Post Office

Amvets Auxiliary plans
holiday season event

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Murray Post Office on Friday, Dec. 3, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. Offered with be blood pressure, pulse, vision and
glaucoma screenings. Also offered will be a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit for $4.

-

Amvets Auxiliary of Post 45
met Sunday, Nov. 14, at the post
home at Paris Landing, Tcnn.
President Glenna Wadkins
presided.
Marcia Tate, chairman of the
White Clover committee reported
on the successful progress pf this
year's sales. All proceeds realized from the sales will be
donated to the patients' recreation department at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Plans arc being made for a
Christmas party at the V.A. hospital on Dec. 19, hosted by the
AMVETS and auxiliary.
Janet Gibson told of the plans
for the annual underprivileged
Children's Christmas party put on
by the auxiliary.
Jane McCuiston introduced Pat
Tharp, Sharon Underwood, Jarvis
Tomlin and Marilyn Tomlin to
the members. They were then
inducted into the auxiliary by

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wcdnesday. Dec. 1, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
-compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets. For information call 759-4044.

Garden Department plans meeting
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a salad
luncheon on Thursday, Dec. 2, at noon at the club house."Growing
Roses in Kentucky and Composting" will be the program by Cindy
Turnbow. Donations for W.A.T.C.H. Center will be collected. Hostesses will be Nancy Adams, Blanche Allbritten, Clover Cotham,
Rosanna Miller and Eva Morris.

Alliance for Mentally Ill will meet
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill will hold a special
holiday get-together on Thursday, Dec. 2, at 6:30 p.m. in the Oval
Room at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Dr. Paul Weaver from the
Kentucky Department of Mental Health, Office of Consumer Advocacy, will be special guest. Dr. Weaver advocates at the statewide
level on behalf of consumers of mental health services. PAAMI is a
support/advocacy organization of people with serious mental illness
and their families and friends. For more information call Phyllis
Dale Gibbs, 435-4138, or Ginny Hutson, 1-502-442-7121.

'New' Bridge club gives meeting date
The "New" Bridge Club of Murray will meet Thursday, Dec. 2,
at 7.p.m. in the Senior Citizens Room of Wcaks Community Center, Murray. (use rear door). If you like bridge for fun and entertainment, come on out and bring another pair. Wanted are a partner
and five players for a Swiss Team of four. Instruction for class or
private is available. For more information call C.W. at 435-4137.

Hazel Club plans activities
Hazel Woman's Club has activities planned for the holiday season. The Hazel Community Center will be decorated for the holiday season after Dec. 2. The center is available for rent for various
functions all during the year and for information call Marla Thompson at 492-8424. Club members will be wrapping gifts as a fundraising project. at Wal-Mart, Murray, from noon to 8 p.m. on Dec.
11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23. The Hazel club will sponsor a
lighting contest for both residential homes and businesses in the
city of Hazel. Judging will be done on Dec. 14.

Poinsettia pick-up location changed
The location for pickup of poinsettias by Calloway County
Homemakers has been changed to the United Methodist Church
Youth Center (old Parker Grocery building), South Fifth Street,
across -from the Murray City Hall. Poinseuia: will have to be
picked up after 2 p.m. on Dec. 2. If persons are to help unload the
poinsettias, they are asked to be at the Youth Center at 11:30 a.m.
on Dec. 2.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Johnson baby boy. mother, Patricia
Lofton, Rt. 1, Box 56, Gilbertsville;
Thompson baby boy, parents.
Lucretia and Gary, 1600 Catalina,
Murray.

Nursing Home, Murray. Mrs. Stella
Hutchens, Rt. 1, Box 68A, Puryear,
Tenn; Paul D Sutton, At 6, Box 340
D. Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Martha Ann Hutchens. Rt 7,
Box 546, Murray; Abram D. Kelley, Rt
6, Box 320 A3, Murray; Mrs. Bertha A
Emerson, 1409 Michelle Or., Murray
•
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8nttany Annessa

McCuiston is born
here on Nov. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Darrin McCuiston of FICR 75 Box 165E, New
Concord, are 'the parents of a
daughter, Brittany. Annessa
McCuiston, born on Saturday,
Nov. 20, at-"Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
• The baby weighed six poundisr
four ounces and measured 20Y.
inches. The mother is the former
Penny smith.
_ f
Grandparents are Janice and
Larry Smith, Rt. 1, Haiel; and
Danny and Carolyn McCuiston.
New Conord. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Nay Luc McCuiston,
New Concord, Garnet Cunning.
'ham, Dexter, Nina and Prince
Fox, New Providence, and Willie
May and Lenard Winchester.
MUrray.

Amber Nicole White
born on Nov. 21 at
the local hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Micheal White of
2307 Lone Oak Rd., Paris, Tenn.,
arc the patents of a daughter,
Amber Nicole White, born on
Sunday. Nov. 21. at 3:02 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weigOd eight
pounds eight ounces- and measured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Carol Eslick White.
Grandparents arc Thomas and
Thelma Eslick of 102 Lark St.,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Barbara
White and the late Oticy White of
Rt. 4, Murray.

When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late - to get started.
Call for your free lesson today. 753-6926
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Bel-Air Center

OPEN SUNDAYS
WE'LL BE OPEN SUNDAYS FROM
1:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M. UNTIL CHRISTMAS

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Bethel Fellowship plans Youth Rally
A Youth Rally will be Friday, Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at Bethel
Fellowship Church, located cast of Murray on Highway 94 East.
The public is invited to attend, according to the Rev. Shelby
Underhill, pastor.

Angie Gardner.
Virginia Couger asked the
members to continue to save all
brands of cigarette packages and
turn them in,to her or at the club.
Sarah Wofford asked that each
member donate one bath towel
and Nash cloth to the auxiliary by
Dec. 11. These will then be sent
to Freedom Foundation at Valley
Forge.
Visits to the local nursing
homes were planned by Maxine
Starks and Ms. Tate.
The monthly breakfast will he
Saturday. Dec. 4, with Jane
McCuiston as chairman of this
project.
President Wadkins announced
that Post 45 will host the winter
meeting of the State Executive
Committee. All members are
urged to attend_
The meeting adjourned with a
closing prayer and retirement of
the colors, according to Bonnie
Scott. public relations chairman.
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Dismissals
Mrs Emily J Merrill. 1502 Oak St.,
Murray, Miss Amber N Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Box 668, Dexter. Mrs Carol J. White
and baby girl, 2307 Lone Oak Rd.,
Pans, Tenn ,
Mrs. Dawn Hopkins and baby boy,
Rt 1, Box 354B, Hardin; Erik Baister,
Rt 3, Box 118 DA. Paris. Tenn.; Mrs.
Janie S. Nance, P0. Box 1201,
Murray;
Mrs. Sienna Miser and baby boy,
At 7, Box 572, Murray,
. Jonathan Ch.
nerd, Rt. 1, Box 697, Dexter; Mrs.
Edith Sue York, 713 South Fourth SL.
Murray;
Wilburn Haziewood, RI 1, Sex 212,
Martin, Tenn.; Mrs Hazel Strandberg,
108 South 10th Si Murray, Miss Evie
Todd, 1301 Vine St. Murray,
Mrs. Ima Dean Outland, 506 North
Fifth St., Murray. James W. Mason,
Box 5, Lynnville, Mrs Marie R Gray,
1974 Will Jackson Rd., Cadiz.
Mrs. Hilma Irwin Christy, 911 North
18th St., Murray; Mrs. Fannie Ella
McCuiston, 812 South Fourth St Murray; Mrs. Jessie Cook, P.O. Box 165.
Hazel;
Mrs Anna Bortulin West View

Suprise her with a
Bright's Gift
Certificate
Open
Monday - Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
•
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SPORTS
Bud's place, Hogs swamp Racers
By DAVID RAbAEY
Staff Writer
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. - For
most of the trip, it Was a friendly
visit for the Murray State Racers
to Hog Heaven, Fayetteville,
Ark., the home of the University
of Arkansas.
Arkansas players dropped by to
visit with some Racers Sunday at
a Fayetteville restaurant. Arkansas Coaches and Muriray State
coaches drank coffee together
Monday morning at the team
hotel.
When Murray State coach
Scott Edgar, a former Razorback
assistant, was introduced before
the game, the student body

chanted "Welcome back Coach,
instead of "Go home Coach."
Real friendly place Fayetteville. 'That was until Opal Then
things got real unfriendly.
In the first game in Bud Walton Arena, the No. 2 Razorbacks
stormed out to 13-0 lead and never really let (fie upset-minded
Racers get anti) Lthe flow of the
game in a 93-67 Razorback victory Monday in the season opener
for both teams.
Faced with the challenge of
trying to knock off a powerful
Arkansas team in their first game
in a new $32 million building,
Murray State didn't make things
easy for themselves by opening

Arkansas 93, RACERS 67
ausmay
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the game by going scorcles for
almost the first four minutes.

Murray State couldn't get close
enough to both Arkansas most of
the night.
"I was the most concerned with
losing confidence early," Edgar
said. " Any team that goes up
13-0 in front of 20,000 people
defintely has the advantage early.
Arkansas came out ready to play
tonight."
With Corliss Williamson and
Scotty Thurman leading the way
early, Arkansas was opening
Walton up in style.

But the deep group of Razorand 15 first-half Murray
State turnovers pushed Arkansas
out to a 50-29 halftime lead.
Murray State shot 34 percent in
the first half.
"Earls in the game, I thought
Scotty's kids were in awe of the
arena," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "Our players
were fired up and played great
defense for the first seven
minutes. That was the telling
point of the game."
The Racers were dcfintely off
track in the first half.
"The team has a lot of work to
do, hut as the head coach, I have
backs,

Antwan Hoard finally got the
Racers on the board with a dunk,
and the Racers got as close as
nine on two free throws from
Marcus Brown.
• See Pagel 7

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Lady Racers' hustle
gives coach first win
Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times

R_J

No. 1
Again

Fields pointed up and down the
roster as ingredients for success:
•Gallimore was 5 of 5 from
3-point range-and 9 of 11 from
the floor.
•Rechelle Cadwell pulled
down 11 rebounds, had five
assists, four steals. "She also took
a couple of big charges for us
down the stretch," Fields said.
•Jennifer Parker had 18 points
and five assists, and did a solid
defensive job, according to
Fields.

EVANSVILLE - So far, the
Eddie Fields as is a smashing
success.
Paced by 25 points in just 16
minutes of play by Allison Gallimore, the Murray State Lady
Racers outlasted Evansville 96-94
Monday in overtime.
"It was fun," said Fields of his
first win as coach of the Lady
Racers. "It really was a lot of
fun. We didn't do a good job in
some areas, but the effort was
• See Page 7
just phenomenal."

Wildcats vault
to top ranking
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Kentucky has to hope its
stay at No. I is longer than the
last time.
The Wildcats moved up
from No. 2 in the college
basketball poll Monday following North Carolina's loss
to Massachusetts and their
own victory over Louisville.
Kentucky's time at the top
last season lasted just one
week. In fact, the Wildcats,
just hours after being elevated
to No. 1, lost on the road to
then-unranked Vanderbilt.
This week, Kentucky has
two games - Tennessee Tech
at home Wednesday night and
Indiana at the -Hoosier Dome
on Saturday.
"We're so far from No. 1
it's not funny," coach Rick
Pitino said. "It's really unimportant now to be No. I. It's
only relevant in-football."
Kentucky received 30 firstplace votes and 1,536 points
from the nationwide media
panel with fellow Southeastern
Conference member Arkansas
second. The Razorbacks got
14 first-place votes and 1,478
points.
It's the first time two teams
from the same league held the
top spots since Michigan and
Indiana of the
g Ten were
1-2 in the second regularseason poll last year.
TOP 25
1
2
3
4
6
5

Shelton's 27 lifts Calloway
to 59-55 win over Marion
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
METROPOLIS, Ill. - Peter
O'Rourke saw his biggest concern for the upcoming year step
forwar‘on the first night out.
Luckily, the final result wasn't a
concern.
Valerie She
soOted a gamehigh 27 points to lead Calloway
County to a narrow 59-55 win
over Marion in the Allied Signal
round-robin tournament at Massac County High School.
Marion, playing with a huge
size advantage, roughed op the

Lady Lakers from the inne.
Center Kerrie Clark scored 21
points for Marion.
"They were big and slow and
powerful," O'Rourke said of his
0-3 opponent who outrebouned
Calloway 31-17. "We were
outmatched.
"We had to chime our lineup
and put another big person on the
floor and it helped."
Calloway, an up-tempo team,
had to play slow throughout the
evening and led just 7-6 after one
• See Page 7

Murray drops opener
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Junior Bonnie Payne hit five
three-points for 15 of her teamhigh 21 points. Sophomore Stacey Thomas pitched in 20 for the
0-1 Lady Tigers.
Murray, holding a 32-22 halftime lead, saw Hickman creep
back into the game in the fourth
quarter. With less than a minute
to play, Hickman had a 56-55
lead but Murray had the ball.
Hickman's Tanika Martin
picked off an errant Lady Tiger
pass and sprinted in for the layup
to put Hickman up 58-55 with

For openers, Jimmy Harrell
will take Monday night's effort
from his young team.
Facing a team that was the
runner-up in last year's First
Region Tournament and lost only
one starter, the Lady Tigers held
their ground at Murray High
School.
"We played really well," the
Lady Tiger coach said of the
team's 58-57 loss. "We made a
few mistakes and got a little
tired, which is understandable
under the circumstances."
• See Page 7

Research All Options
Closely Then Call...
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A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
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Murray High sophomore forward Emma Shaw keeps a defensive eye on Hickman County's Melissa Spears in
the fourth quarter of M-onday's 58-57 Lady Falcon win at Murray.

EKU dominates All-OVC team;
Racers' Shephard on first team
BRENTWOOD, Tenn.(AP)- Eastern Kentucky dominates the
all-OVC football team with eight players, including Chad Bratzke.
the defensive player of the year.
Bratzke, a 6-foot-4, 268-pound senior defensive end from Brandon, Fla., lead the Ohio Valley Conference with 11 sacks and 17
tackles for losses, OVC officials said in a release Monday announcing the all-conference team.
The offensive player of the year was Middle Tennessee State
running back Kippy Bayless and coach of the year was Tennessee
Tech's Jim Ragland, according to votes by the league's coaches
and sports information directors.
Bayless, a 5-8, 185-pound junior from Knoxville rushed for a
league-high 1,214 yards and school record 15 touchdowns. He led
the OVC in scoring with an average of 9.5 points per game. He
also caught 18 balls for 228 yards and two touchdowns.
Eastern Kentucky players joining Bratzke on the OVC first team
were junior linebacker Carlos Timmons, freshman defensive back
Chris Guyton, senior running back Leon Brown, sophomore offensive tackle Jason Combs, sophomore offensive guard James Hand,
junior center Joel Woods and junior punter Tim McNamee.
Tennessee Tech had five players on the first team -junior quarterback Mike Jones, sophomore guard Chris Reid, senior linebacker
Maurice Draine, sophomore defensive lineman Craig Long and
senior defensive end Shane Queen.
Murray State tight end Xavier Shephard was selected first team.
Defensive end Anthony Hutch, offensive guard Marcus Kimbrell
and defensive back Jermaine Scott were named to second team.
Defensive end Joe Lepsis and wide receiver Matt Hall were
named honorable mention.

-Vinyl Siding
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753-7020
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San Diego charges
through Colts 31-0
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - If
there was a problem or a controversy, Stan Humphries forcefully put an end to it. He is the
San Diego Chargers' quarterback.
Making his first start in seven
games after being sidelined with
a bruised shoulder, Humphries
picked apart the Indianapolis
Colts Monday night.
Humphries, who went into the
game as the NFL's lowest-rated
quarterback, completed touchdown passes of 39 and 8 yards in
the second quarter. Indianapolis
never sacked him as he connected
on 16 of 25 attempts for 216
yards without an interception.
The result was a 31-0 triumph
that revived hopes of a lateseason charge to the playoffs for
the defending AFC West
champions.
"I had a good feeling all week
about the way we were practicing, about the way my shoulder
was feeling," Humphries said.

"My mental state of mind was
coming back because I felt like
my shoulder is 100 percent. I was
excited about getting back
there."
Humphries connected with
eight different receivers, including a 39-yard TD strike to Shawn
Jefferson and an 8-yard scoring
toss to Nate Lewis.
"I told our guys before the
game, in the offensive huddle,
that I'm tired of hearing about
this offense not doing what it's
capable of doing," he said.
"This win can give us a little
enthusiasm, give us a little energy that we need, bring us out of a
hole that maybe we were falling
into."
San Diego (5-6) faces Denver,
one of the teams it is trying to
catch, on Sunday. Indianapolis
(3-8) tries to snap a four-game
losing streak when it visits the
New York Jets on Sunday.

***** *** *** * * *** * ***
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-Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

Minnesota
lanes
Gear,. Tech
Syreome

4.c
l-0cl 536
P" 7$
"
4-0 : 44
4;5 6
3

8
Treadwear Protection Warranty
r REF

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

MOUNT
AND
COMPU TE R BA L ANC E

(Cooper)
TIRES /

Grand Classic Tires
As Low As

WAREHOUSE TIRE

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
*********** * * * * *** * *
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE
"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

753-8355

•Lady Racers...
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FROM PAGE 6
•Kristie Haberer and Melissa
Shelton each had 16 points.
The Lady Racers forced 29 turnovers and also had 21 assists.
"The thing that I Was really
pleased with was that they knew
all game that they could win the
ballgame," said Fields. "They
never had that look in their eyes
that they were going to quit."
The Lady Racer balancr, itive
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II Shelton...
FROM PAGE 6
quarter.
Calloway and Marion entered
the fourth period tied at 37-37.
Shelton scored 15 of the team's
22 fourth quarter points. Shelton's layup with :23 left put the
game out of reach:
Farrah Beach scored 8 for tb
Lady Lakers, followed by Marti
McClard and Molly Wisehart
with 6 apiece. Vanessa Bucy had
5 and Jaime Pigg added 4.
Calloway now meets West
Frankfort, a 58-39 !osier to Massac, tonight at 6:30.

•Murray...
FROM PAGE 6
:20 left. Emma Shaw put back a
missed 3-pointer with :01 left to
cut the final margin.
"We got into foul trouble and
we couldn't get.into our presses,"
Harrell explained. "But all the
girls played hard. It was just a
good opener for us."
Murray, which got seven
points from Shaw, led 22-7 after
one quarter.
Next, Murray will host Fulton
City on Thursday at 6 p.m.
• In junior varsity play, Murray High defeated Hickman 32-26
behind 12 points from Whitney
Dix. Shaw added eight.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
-Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Lady Racers hit double figures)
helped Murray State overcome a
27-point. 21 rebound perfor
mance by Rothelle Padgett ot
Evansville.
"We had a big problem keeping their big girl off the hoard."
Fields said. "We have a lot of
things to work on. But nobody
expected us to win last night on
the- road, and we did that."

NOW OPEN
State Line Western World
Hazel

Wholesale and Retail
Caution Light
Murray
Western Wear & Tack
641
(502) 492-6144
Rt. 1 Box 13A
Hwy. 893 West
SHOP AND 0
Hazel, KY 42049
COMPARE!
Larry & Lynda Ward

•Bud's place...
FROM PAGE 6 •
a lot more work to do," Edgar
said. "I thought our team was
going to come out ready, but
from the tip-off, we had to play
catchup and that was our team all
night. I didn't see the basketball
team that's been practicing lately.
We came out and made a lot of
mistakes like stepping out of
hounds and falling down. They
just didn't look smooth out on the
court."
The Racers did open the second •hail with a 9-2 spurt to get
within 14 at 52-38 v..hen William
Moore hit a 3-pointer with 18:15
remaining in the game. But the
Racers missed a key layup, and
scores by Dwight Stewart and
Roger Crawford pushed Arkansas
back up by 18.
"After we got down, I looked
at different combinations in the
first half to get started," Edgar
said. "I told the team to forget
about the score and go out and
play tough. In the second half, we
started out tough and then lost
momentum on one play that cornes to mind. We didn't capitalize
on our last breaks and that
seemed to hurt us."
Marcus Brown led Murray
State with 13 points, going II of
12 from the free throw line.
Moore had II points, all in the
second half, while Hoard tossed
in 11 points and had eight
rebounds.

7
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this season and
South Carolina fired coach Sparky Woods, 4-7
Mike kisCier
director
24-28-3 in five years at the school Athletic
department,
in
the
athletic
position
another
said he offered Woods
said
but didn't say what it was. If Woods doesn't accept. McGee
tor
his
contract
of
year
final
the
out
buy
the university would
S122,000.
Missouri coach Bob Stull agreed to resign and become an assisin Ilse
tant athletic director. He was 3-7-1 this season and 15-38-2
seasons the school

Speassorfad By

David King

NOVI MN H 30

USC, Afizzou looking for coaches

SCOREBOARD
t1

1LiE

MURRAY LEDGER & 1 'Mk t.

Williamson and Crawford led
Arkansas with 13 points each.
"I thought we could play
tougher than we did," Brown
said. "We were anxious to play
here and were out of sync. We
just wanted to play hard. We
tried to trap them but they broke
through it. They are a very good
team. I think they have a strong
chance to win it all."
The Racers meanwhile will
regroup after shooting 31 percent
from the floor (including a 1 of
16 effort from 3-point range), and committing 27 turnovers.
Murray State will now host
Vasda/USA in exhibition play at
Racer Arena on Thursday at 7:35
p.m. before facing Campbellsville
on Dec. 7.
And as friendly as Fayetteville
was, and as nice and new as Walton Arena is, Racer Arena will be
a little more hospitable.
"I think this is a beautiful
facility," said Racer center
Antoine Teague. "It doesn't have
that nice feeling for us like Racer
Arena."

,

3fary Ann Littleton
Certified Bodyworker &
Massage Therapist

Call for Appointment

753-3390
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tall, sleek,
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641
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Farmers
Almanac
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Massage can relieve:
II III.t\

• Muscle tension.
• Work stress and strain
• Chronic pain.
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Massagepromotes nelaration
ond well being.

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
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For Your Consenience Nim Offers

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday

Ship Weekly & Sase money
a.m.514
Hss> 641 N.

1,PS

p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Ohmpic Plaza
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11 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Because this is the place I make money and this
is the place to spend it.
Because my interests are here.
with
Because I believe in transacting business
my friends.
Because I want to see the goods.
Because I want to get what I pay for
Because every dollar I spend at home stays at
home and works for the development of the city.
Because the man I buy from stands back of his

•

goods.
Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
Because the man I buy from helps support my
school, my church, my lodge and My home.
Here is where I live and here is where I buy.
Reprontal front the Gordon
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('farigets are gadgets

tout good grip are kitchen tools.
The handles are made of soft rubber
and even wet hands won't slip.
great holiday gift idea."
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Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461
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French I students build sentences by playingia game in which words
"come on down" to complete a sentence. Pictured: Amanda Adams.
Tracy Dunn, Leslie Steely, Josh McKeel and Krisy Whitfield.

Jacob Falwell and Seth Grogart, students In Angie Murdock's eight
grade science classes at CCIIS recently analyzed and tested the tapwater from their homes.
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John Kiwis, teacher assitant for older primary students, shares his
homeland dl Africa with the students at Robertson Elementary.
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Calloway High ROTC cadets demonstrate the proper standing position
for the firing of the new air pellet rifles

Tiffany Stober, Michelle Wheeler and Charles Scott are shown at the
Southwest Annual Fall Book Fair which was held in the library.

aum.
''*11111
1ANS students Julie Hightower and Andrea Stalls learn Gyotaku, the
Japense technique of fish printing, at the Hancock Biological Station.

Danny Herndon, a local farmer, spoke vilth TNT-8 students at CCMS on
farming methods and water and soil conservation.

.0aft.
Claudia Carson, Toby Monts, Wesley Tucker and Hugh Falwell, primary
students at North Elementary, are using old socks, newspaper strips,
scraps of material and sequins to make super sock puppets to reinforce the sound of S.
MMS seventh graders In Pam Cartwright's science class examine zebra
mussels at Hancock Biological Station.
•

1

•

Is a

'
Student teacher Sandy Hoke leads students at East Elementary in a rap
about Christopher Columbus during team time for the Cooper, Hendrick, Puckett and Wall
team.

Brent Norsworthy, Bridgett Swatzell and Justin Crouse, fourth graders
at North Elementary, show "name bugs" that they created as part of the
"Swat What Bugs You" guidance problem solving activity.

Diana McGehee!, an artist from the Hallmark Company, demonstrates
the development of a Christmas ornament to primary students at Roberston Elementary.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 1753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

,
•
•

Betty Hassell's primary students are participating in a "sharing and
cooperating" activity as part of their Discover Me unit. Pictured: Chad
Duncan, Jay Jenkins, Eric Werner, Kimberly Thompson and Ronald
Coday.
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important to us. That is why we
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The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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Your child's education is very

help your child learn and grow

44,r_i,

Chelsea Darnell, Joseph Sutter, Chris Fike, Tad Garner and Ashley Henson, North Elementary primary students, enjoy making trolls from
materials they brought in after reading the story "The Three Bill Goats
Gruff."

Chestnut Mlle
Murray

Parent / Teacher
Educational Supply
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gab B Cornelison, Dices:for
Kalhy E Wilson, Assistant Director
100 South 15th • Murray 753-5227
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TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

MEET nice singles w/
names phone Is Down
Home Introductions
615-235 5000

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2days in
advance!

eight
tapwa-

; ADJUSTMENTS
,Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion el their
adsfoeany error. MoeClay Ledger & Time.
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any errur
should be reported insmediatety so correction* can be made.
AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re opening
dates
VIDEO Production Special
ties can transfer your home
movies to videotape for
only 8 cents per toot tdo
minimum Call Donna Darnell 759 9246

-a

at the

Diary.

rtr •

dmary
strips,
elnfor-

iraders
of the

r Ken.
from
Goats

Happy 14th
Birthday to
Emily Black
1993 NIEDICARF
IN
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
siandanzed in 10
plans and a e ante
all 10
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
imreased to $676 in
1993
For more intormauon
call.
McCONNELI,
INSURANCE
AGENCY
751-4199
or nationwide 1-X00455-4199
'our 3:st year of sersIce

LOST 2 Beagles males
Spring Creek Baptis
Church area 8 Hwy 641
474 2386

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a sobd
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00arn 3 00pm
We are an EOE This protect is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing Tall Start now
No experience Free supplies Free information No
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs TX 76823
EASY WORK' EXCEL
LENT PAY' Assemble products at home Call toll free
1 800 467 5566 ext 8047
Full time auto dean up
person Apply in person at
Purdom Motors
PHARMACY Tech Young
responsible adult needed
to work days 8 some Saturdays Experience helpful
but will train Send resume
to PO Box 1040J Murray
KY. 42071
TempsPlus OF Paducah
Inc 310 Lone Oak Road
Paducah Ky 42071 ?next
to Computerlandt needs
tmmediately lull charge
bookkeeper, types 50svpm
Call 444 0030
UTILITY COMPANY
JOBS $8 25 515 75 per
hour, the area Men & wo
men needed No expert
ence necessary For information
call
1 2 1 9 7 36 4 7 1 5
Elam 13pm, 7 days

Dial-A-Service is a handy clipout section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

America's Second Car

c'ciUglyDuckling
CIAMMEMII
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

HEATING/At conditioning
duct work installer & wiper
fenced Nears:sans homer
435 4699
WANTED Dancers and
iesitresses for FOay Lady
Club Pans TN No aspen
once necessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901 644 0301
070
Dolassac
I Childcare

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

GLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penencix1 references Gail
Linda 756-9553
WILL sit with elderly part
time experience good ft.
terences 753'16170
'
7

ALTERATIONS and re
pars Rental gowns 8 Wm,
dos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536981
SEWING Jobs wanted in
ducting formal wear
753 1061

poor, open at 6-001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south te Sq. Hole Road, nght on Sq. Hake Road 1/4 Mile
10 Rif

PI 111 C

753-0466

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

NON PR01,11 ONC:ANIATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

31:

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

1953
Ford.
hog.
blade

GOLDEN Jubilee
Antra nice 5h bush
plow, 511 new box
435-4176

450 ARTS way grinder,
miser P T 0 drive 3
screens 489 2597 or
469 2696

Key Auto Parts

210

riwy 121 Seadi
Murray, Kv 42t.171
153-5500

Firewood

FIREWOOD also tree ser
vice Cal 436 2562
WASHER/Dryer, $1C0 ea
Refrigerator, $250 Guaranteed Call Bill (901)
247 5457 mornings
247-5856 afternoons
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

100

Business
Opportunity
FOR Immediate Sale F am
ily business available in
Murray area Part time pos
sible Income to $51 000
Sell for $25 000 Cash Sefl
ous inquiries only Call Cor
porate 1 800 779 5650
110
Wei
To Buy
3 OR 4 wheeler ATU
orcycle running condition,
easonable price Also
bolting for headlight as
Semblre for 1987 Ford
Topez passenger side
Call after 3pm 436 5748
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9413
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles removed
436 2578
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and , pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
LOT for mobile home 1 to 3
aces. 4, to 7 moles from
town 753 4915

BASSETT Queen Anne
style dining room table 8 6
chairs with beige velour KILL ROACHES' Buy ENseats, pecan. rarefy used, FORCER OverNite Roach
perfect condition New Spray or OverNite Pest
$11300, asking $500 Bush
Control Concentrate
line 3 cushion couch 8 Makes 2 gallons Kills
matching over sized chair, roaches overnight or your
brown, rust 8 beige design money
back
fabric, like new New GUARANTEED'
$1000, askin9 $250 Whirl
PLASTIC Letters for port
pool HarvesrGold refriger
able changeable letter sign
ator with ice maker 15cu
frost free, excellent °on& $55 box Second Box fr
ton, $275 Hardwick 1 800 533 3453 anytime
Haryrasl Gold. gas range.
30". good condition $125
759 9379 leave message
BROYHILL coffee 8 end
tables solid cherry, like
new, Queen Anne legs
$625 328 8680
DINNING room table 8 6
chairs dark oak finish
good condition $150
753 7238

106 FT brake Pro Two to
vinyl siding 436 2701
42 RIDING mower with
grass catcher (almost
new), sewing machine
double bed sofa. 2 end
tables, 2 Lazy Boy reclin
ers, table lamps 4 folding
chairs Call after 4pm
759-4947
5 GALLON buckets of tar
$4 and up A lot of other
stuff to come and see Paschall Floor Covering, 1.
mile south of Hazel
901-498-8964
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

FOR sale Office Furniture
9 chairs, typewriter, inter
come set adding machine.
3 metal desks, 1 metal cabinet coat rack Call
753-4641 between
Barn 4pm
NEW metal siding 8 roofing COVOf 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available 489 2722 or
489 2724
PEGBOARD $6/sheet 2x4
$2 25/ea Fiberglass
underpinning (cheap') Paschal FIC3Or Covering. 1.
moles south of Hazel
901 498 8964'
SEGA Genesis, $75 Sony
stereo with cd player, $65
Call 753 7813 after 4pm
TODDLER gate. Fisher
Price car seat, Casco high
chair. 8 Late Tyke trutle
sandbox, good condition
753 9674
TV baby bed, high char,
queen size springsamattress frame. lamps. couch,
bedroom suit, microwave,
dolls Evenings 753 5292
WOODEN Rocking
Norse* all sizes Call
753 6249 after 6 30pm

CLASSIFIED

K T I and Assocxates otter
ing a lull lone of investigative
services Bei Air Center
753 3868 Of 436 6099

270

DRESSER with mirror,
chest of drawers queen
size waterbed $150'all
759-4093
FOR Sale Sofa. $75, ca
nopy bedroom suite, $250,
includes canopybed, desk
with book shelves and ling
erie chest Call 759 1324
GOLD. uncut corduroy
couch with loose cushions
753 8234 after 5pm

FIBERGLASS camper top
for long wheel base truck,
$250 753 9631 after
4 30prn

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

SECTIONAL Sleeper wah
queen We bed & kik/ re
cloning end beige light
brown stripe lyr old 1'2
price Great Christmas gift
753-e663

TIRES-TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
New Tale Otis
165103 aragieora 6
$31 SO Si
2251175'15 Duna* SP 0-a,
dor Ilk 85500 *a
235 RT5115 Genera/ Amerieray
81 114 $melt *a
235 II7SN15 Fontana FM4110
Wm* Lane 85900 *a
215117510 Goodyear Invcia
Cm. Lenoir 14900 aa
245 M15a16 Urweva4 Laredo
Pk S87SO aa.
245 R754i6 General Arharkan
550 Bill MR SO ea
225 linatf. Michelin XCI4 4 A
Season Bit 810500 ea
Al, prices includes mounting &
batrichni
Free rotation for lite of tat

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

CAR stereo equipment, Al
pine, J L Audio, Sound
streamFosgate many ac
cessones 328 894.4

(,1

liese
Fundeldng•

Ar
Far Saks

KITCHEN range $25 re
frogerator, $50 dishwasher,
$100. washer, $100, dryer,
$100, Formica-topped
table with 2 leaves $25.10
speed bike $50 759 1625
LIKE new camel back
couch Singer sewing machine. 10 place setting
china, quality Persian rug
9 x6 , custom oak bookcase & desk 753 3672 af
ter 5pm

Mobile
Homes For Saks
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
the Southeast s largest &
oldest dealerships of qual
try built energy efficient
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Inc Lake Hwy 79E Paris
TN 1 800 642 4891
LARGE selection of preowned mobile homes
Sizes include 10 wide 12
wide 14 wide 16 wide 24
wide 8 28 wide Dinkins
Mobile Homes Inc Lake
Hwy 79E Paris TN
1800-642 4891

Tidwell's
Christmas Trees
Choose and

Cut

Virginia & Scotch Pine Trees
Also

Fresh Wreaths, Decorated and

Undecorated

Located 2 miles south of 121 North
on Hwy. 1836
Open Fri. 8 Set. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
end Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Owners — J.T. and Won Tidwell
Phone 435-4426

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day.including the Shopper,
for Sly) a month (paid in advance)

Hams
For Men'

Homes
For Sale

28R Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water turnished Cole
man RE 753 9898

48R 2 bath fully furnished
aketront deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
rates
Coleman RE
753 9898

3BR 1 4 bath basement
large deck screened
porch gas heat large
kitchen one car garage
554 500 759 4820

NEWLY redecorated 3br
1 a bath gas heat central
air large shaded lot near
Southwest School ample
storage
$500 mo
753 7920 753 1664

3BR I bath home in town
quiet neighborhood Priced
at /52 500 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLS '5269

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walungdis
twice to college 753 5209

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
Fngldar9
GE

Kitchen Aid

404:104^1

kmana
wesenighouso

sears

whifiC06

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
800 2200S0 h
RE 753 9898

Coleman

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Canter
753 4509 or 753 6612

Maytag

Magic Cher

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Cal 753 2905
370
Livestock
& Supplies

120
Apwsawas
For Rent
1,2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
pE.4 s
days 7530606 after 5pm
1BR central h'a w d hoo
kup Reference 8 deposit
required
No pets
$235.Mo 753.3949
1BR duplex on 280 energy
efficient $275 mo depo
Sit No pets 753-8848 be
fore 9pm
IBR near k4SU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109
1 ROOM apt partially turn
*heel some utilities paid
Np pets Call after 5pm
3 5094
2BR duplex 720 Syca
more Murray $200 & de
posit 492 8225
48R. 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Cental
h a applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Cole
man RE 753 9898
CHESTNUT STREET
TOWNHOUSES 2br 1 ,
bath, deck all appliances
including washer & dryer
ceiling fans Free lawn
care 5435mo Coleman
RE 753 9898
DUPLEX apt. 1416 Mi
chelle Drive, 2br. 2 full
baths, all mayor appliances
w'd hookup garage, 1yr
lease required 753 0262.
527 2370
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE lbr, stove refngera
tor. carpet throughout No
pets $210'mo plus deposit
Days 753 1953 nights
753 0870
NICE duplex 2br central
h/a appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath apt
central h/a, w/d hookup
Referenc & deposit re
quired No pets $325.mo
753 3949
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms. handicap access+
bre Equal Housing Oppor.
tuntty Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
pies appliances furnished
central gas h/a Northwood
Dr $475/mo 1 month de
posit. 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

1614 OLIVE, all utilities
furnished, kitchen 8 living
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR house on 280 beside
East Elementry $275/mo
depose No pets 753 8848
before 9pm
38R, 2 cat garage, ap
pkances furnished. 4 moles
from Murray $500/mo
lease & deposit required
759-4664

-Tappan

350
For Red
Or Lease

Call 753-1916 for details.

PARTS
APPLIANCE
To Fit Most Major Brands

Arje

Mobile
Homes For Real

FOR sale or rent 12x50
appliances *id hookup
new underpinning plumb
ing wiring & hoof 217 lien
era Courts Kora 653 4802
or 653 2951 business

. 38A brick, carport. 905
Fairtane, $450/no Coleman RE 753-9996
{
38R house, 1639 MOW
MiinVY 6350 & deposit
4928225

9

1993

YOUNG registered Polled
Cali
Herford Bulls
437 4667

4BR 1 , bath updated
country home on 21 acres
plus shop & barn Need
quack sale Call Jean at
Roberts RE 753 1651 or
753 3584
4BR 3 bath 3400sq it 1 ,
story $125 000 obo Will
trade for a mobile home
Will setup to 10 acres -.
mile south of Coles Camp
Call
ground Church
753 7975
7 ROOMS 2 baths 11 ,
acres owner financing pus
sible Calloway County
near lake 436 2606

CONTEMPORARY de
signed home built in 1991
Located on 5 , wooded
acres in private setting
Many outstanding features
in this quality 3br 2', bath
home MLS 15341 Contact
3 MONTH old blonde
'Kopperud
Realty
male chow 489 2036
753 1222
AKC Registered Black
Chow puppies Born Oct COZY convenient & cos-f
3br 1
8th $100/ea 3 females 1 efficient describe this
male
345 24 29 or bath newly decorated
home Conveniently to
345 2659
cated to town hospital
AKC Sheltie Collie 7 month schools Economical gas
old female Lassie color
heat & much more Priced
$125 Call 436 5413 before in the $40s MLS. 5333
3pm
Call Franlue at Kopperud
Realty at 753 1222
DISCUS FISH Different
sizes available Wattley but
NEW homes all city obit
quotse 753 0919
Des 2 or 3br 1 or 2 bath
price
range
HAVE an obedient sate
$52 000 $62 000 corn
dog for show or home
elute Call 753 4444
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over NEW on the market 36r
12yrs 436 2858
home in Southwest School
District Living roon den &
PEG'S Dog Grooming
kitchen combination Lo
7532915
cated on Oueensway Dr
PET Pen 1101 Story
Call 753 0539 after 5pm
759 1322 Full line pet
shop tank raised Angels OLDER home in Hardin
buy 1 get 1 free Green 2br small outbuilding with
appliances a/c $15 000
Andes $3 99iea Visa Dis
527 3076
cover & Mastercards
10am 6pm Mon Sat
070

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
All Dog

Motorcycles
HONDA 70 4 wheeler like
new 489-2308 after 6pm

'

Grooming

Auto
Parts

All breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

4 NEW rwl tires sz 205 14
435 4499

Eldorado
HOUSE and acreage for 1985 CADILLAC
Camaro, mint condi
_1979
6pm
9arn
sale 753 1300
bon 436-2799
489 2116 7pm lOpm
1985 TOYOTA Ceioca GT
KOPPERUD Realty has
good condition asp great
buyers waiting to purchase
gas mileage $2500 obo
homes all price ranges It
Leave message at
of
selling
thinking
are
you
753 2765
contact one of our courts
ous and professional 1986 CHRYSLER Fifth Av
agents at 753 1222 or stop enue one owner local
by office at 711 Main St
nice, white wired leather
interior 753 5677
ROBERTS Realty Celloway County's oldest and 1986 TOYOTA Corolla 1
most reliable real estate owner, lots of options
agency For all your real $3950 Call 753,0929 beestate needs call them to- tween 9am 4pm 753 6098
day at 753 1651 1 Syca- after 5pm Ask for Eric
more and 12th St

1988 BLUE Pro Am
loaded t tops 80 x X
miles very good conditior,
753 3127
1989 DODGE Dynasty t.F
V6 loaded burgundy
$4500 436 5830
1991 TOYOTA Carnry
auto air stereo Lautse cli
power Metallic biege
43 XXX miles extended
warranty available Excel
lent condition $11 950
753 7853
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 4354174

Vans
•I•

1986 DODGE Caravan SE
one owner exoepttonalty
maintained Hwy mites Im
maculate condition $4950
436 2669

1983 S 10 4.4
753 7457

$23so

1986 CHEVY SIOpidsiip
short bed 4 cyl asp, air
43 XXX actual miles
753 2976
1990 MAZDA 82200
pickup red with bedliner
Sports package am fm
cassette player. 21 8XX or
iginal miles one owner
56350 759 1253

14FTVB.ow 48- wide 1W
deep with trailer and corn
plete duck blind canvas &
netting $225 759 1457
1991 BOMBER bass boat
Lots of extras Must sell
57500 753 8659
,
42FT CrisCrah Roamer
427 F ord motors good con
Mon Will trade or sell for
527 500 436 5811
436 SOK

A A 1 Hauling bee trim
ming tree removal clean
ing out sheds attic...6 & add
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA leaf raking S mulch
mg light hauling 436 2528
ask for Mark
Al AL S hauling yard
work Iron removal mow
ing
Free estimates
759 1683
A 1 Carpenter work Re
modeling new construc
non decks No lob to small
Free estimates Call J & C
Construction at 436 5398
ALPHA Builders Carpon
try remodeling porches
rooting concrete drive
ways painting mamte
Rance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTENNA Repair and in
stallatvon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tonnes rotors, and ampli
hors Boasloy s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901 642 4077
ANTIQUE refinishing fuf
ratline repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

L_C0C0K

Lake
Properly
GRAND OPENING SALE
KENTUCKY LAKE. 5.17
AC-S11,900. New water
front development, Gently
sloping lake access home
Site wimature hardwoods,
seasonal lake view & eastern exposure Fronts on
TVA Boat fish relax, mild
climate, low taxes
Vacationiretire Special
895% ARM terms Call de
veloper for more info
1 800-858-1323.

Used
Cars

MOTHER OF ALL SALES NOW IN PROGRESS
FOR ONLY S DAYS
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy. 45 Bypass Milan, TN
1-800-282-3761 or 901-686-8790
New 2 bedroom $65000 down, K 1 31 01 rnOnr^
New 3 bed,00,-, $70000 down, $151 15 montrl
New 3 bedroom doubievede $1 100 00 down $209 23
month
New 5 bedroom 2 belh doubiewioe, $29 995 00 to, only
$23500 month
Hurry, first 5 new customers will receive a free 5500 00
Chnsenas ipft certificate to be used at War Mart

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions Wooded lots as low
as $5000 to $6500 South
west school district, natural
gas city water. cabievision
3 110 from Murray city
limits on 94W 753-5841,
753-1566
QUAIL Run Subdivision A
new subdivision located 2
miles south of Murray No
city taxes, but has sewer,
wafer, cable, underground
electricity, newly paved
streets large lots Starbng
at $11 900 for plat & restnc
bons Cal Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MIS/ 5349

$51,900.00
your ticket to an unbelievable 1550
sq. R. Brick Home. New 3 BR ranch
energy efficient brick home with 2 full
baths, 28' Great room,'eat in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,central heat& air and many more
amenities. Custom built on crawl space,
basement and garage optional
is

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 8,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1968

1 ACRE, 3br, 1 bath, full
basement, carport, red
brick on Cobb Store Road
Call 753-6633

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
(502)582- MOO
(502)554-397

—"w441111011.
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Waned by 3 mese
manutacturers Al work
and pant warranted Asa
tor Andy at The Appliance
Works 7532455

1

Semites
Caned

1.11111111161"Callsil

DRYWALL loshing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 7534761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hail
Heating Cooling 6 Electric
Inc Servo,. sates and in
sialason (502) 435-4699
435 4327

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. yews ex
penance
BOBBY EXPERIENCED dry wall
funisting References avail
HOPPER 436-5848
able 436-2060
BACKHOE Service corn
piet• foundations GENERAL Repair plumb
R H Nesbitt Masonry mg, roofing, tree work
Phone 492 8516 D Pager 436 2642
762 7221
GERALD WALTERS
BACKHOE SERVICE Roofing vinyl sidina pont
BRENT ALLEN septic lank ing Free estimates 18
installation repair replace- yews experience Local re
fwenoes 436-2701
ment 7591515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septiosystem, driveways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BAILEY'S Lawn SONICO
Loaf the leaves to us
Leaves raked 8 picked up
or mulched 753-6986
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed
753 1134 or
436-5832
'CARPET MAN Wholesale carpet 8 vinyl Local
installation 502 474 2796.
800-833-4461 Randy Lee,
Prop
CARPORTS for cars and
Pucks Special SIZ66 for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protec
eon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0006 after
5prn 759-9816, 753 0495

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks
available with metal
root
Silver roof coating
White roof coating
Everlock vinyl
underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors, Windows
Metal Siding, Floor
Repair
Miller Air Conditioning
Mobile Home
Spaces For Rent

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
8 Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured, free esitmates
474 8339
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wultt's Recovery. Murray
436-5560

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling. vinyl song,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING Ron Hall Heating Cookng and Electric
Co SerVICO unit replacement arid complete installbon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699

4828742

SURE WAY Tree 6 Stump
Removal Insured with lug
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Esemste evadable
759-4690
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
Service Center, domingservicing $15: most NOM
$35 Free estimales.Roule
1, Almo Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fn 753-0530.

ONE stop for all your uphol560
stery needs Cars, funiture.
Fro
boats motorcycles. 8 etc
Catena
Work guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489-2662 FREE puppies, lab/german
shepard mix, 7 weeks old
leave message
435-4047 after Spm
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

WOOD

'8igns
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real Estate Signs, Office Signage, Greeting and Mseh
Using Posters. Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs, Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays, Any Custom
Wood Works,

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard &

Vida

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM w000woakeic

All Types Of:

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4prn

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see out showroom
400 SUNBURY

MURRAY Illshind Bunny Bread)

The Bread-and-Butter Hands
West dealer.

North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•K Q6
•A K 4
•A K Q
▪ K 108 3
WEST
EAST
•A J 9
*4 3
V 6 5 32
✓ 10 98
•97 5 2
• 10 4 3
•5 4 2
•J 9.76
SMITH
•108 7 5 2
Q.1 7
•.186
•A Q
The bidding
Weal
North East
South
Pass
2
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
6 NT
Opening lead -ten of hearts.
A player may thoroughly understand and be able toexecutesqueezes,
coups and other very advanced plays.
but still bungle some ofthe simplest
plays in bridge. The breactand-butter hands - the ones that are far
more important because they occur
time after time - are those where
nothing more than simple accuracy
is required.
Take this deal where declarer
failed in a slam he should have made.

He took the opening heart lead with
the queen and returned a low spade,
winning with dummy's queen.
South then led a low club to the
ace and played another spade. This
time West took his ace but, after he
returned a club to South's queen,
declarer had to go down one. There
was no way for him tocash more than
one of his remaining three spade
tricks,since he had run outofentries
to his hand. Eventually,East scored
the setting trick with the jack of
clubs.
Actually, declarer lost the contract at trick one. In his anxiety to
get the spades going, he won the
opening lead in his hand instead of
dummy.
This seemingly innocuous play
cost South the slam. A moment of
thought would have told him to win
the heart lead in dummy. He could
then play a club to the ace for his first
spade lead towards dummy.
Assuming that Westfollowed low,
South would next play a club to the
queen and lead another spade.
Whether West took this trick or the
next one would not matter,since the
spades would become established
either way and South would still
have the queen of hearts as an entry
to his hand.

Tomorrow:Sylvia.

Groups need to register for chorus

LEXINGTON. Ky. - Dec. 3
is the deadline for choral groups
DO-R1TE Conceals Works and church groups to register for
Salem. KY Swells*in Nal
reserved seating at the 1993 Kenpair surenies Free seetucky Christmas Chorus.
MUMS 502-9883117 or
The sixth annual Chorus will
502-9884136
held from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on
be
SEWING machine repair
Dec. 14, in Lexington's
Tuesday,
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
Rupp Arena.
SHEETROCK finishing,
For reserved seating, groups
textured ceilings Larry
register by calling
should
Chnsman

VRC cleaning & repo,reaKDL Bookkeeping Com- sonable rates. Cad Zeb's
puterized Payroll. taxes, VCR Repair. 492-8116
electronic filing Pickup and
Delivery 502-474-2796, WANTED . light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed
800 833 4461
Call Don 753-2772.
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors 8 WEST KY Timber Frames
Log Homes *Complettframes with woodgran formica all colors Free esti- packages available 'Cusmates Wulff's Recovery tom design services 'Turnkey construction. Call
Murray 436-5560
437-4017
LAWN mowing 6 leaf
mulching Coleman Bene- WILUAM Duncan Building
Contractor. Experienced
hel 759 4564
builder of houses, garages,
LEE S CARPET CLEAN- pole barns 8 storage buildING Carpets, furniture ings. Also remodeling. Cal
Commercial or residential for estimate 474-8267.
Free estimates 753-5827
WINDOW 8 door repair
LICENSED for electric and Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
gas 753 7203
aluminum or wood 20yrs
MR Chimney chimney experience 753-2330
prompt service
cleaner 492-8723

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling SONIC* Compton installation and service
Call Gary at
759.4754

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
fall and winter Free estimates Phone 753-9873

DONALD Anchor coins
vinyl II hardwood naafis
eon service 758141811

I-6-6-.248-3026. Everyone is
invited to join in the singing and
individuals do not need to
register.
Last year- aboui 100 choral
groups totalling 4.000 singers
from 36 Kentucky counties participated in the event.
The Kentucky Eye Institute is
sponsoring the fret sing-along
and the Chorus will be carried

MSU professor presents
paper in North Carolina
Susan Maneck,a visiting professor from the history department at
Murray State University delivered a
paper titled "Akba, the Parsis and
the lshragiyan" at the annual meeting of the Middle Eastern Studies
Association in Research at Triangle
Park, N.C. on Nov. 11.
An active scholar, Maneck was in

Washington, D.C. on Nov-. 20 to
chair a panel of papers presented on
Bahai studies at the annual meeting
of the American Academy of Religion. In addition to her scholarly
activities and her teaching at Murray State, Maneck has managed to
complete her dissertation and will
be awarded a doctorate in the
spring.

live on WKYT-TV Channel 27 in
Lexington and WYMT-TV Channel 57 in Huard.
The Lexington Philjharmonsc.
conducted by Georgic Tack, wilt
provide the holiday. music. The
1 exington „Singers and Lexington
soloists Othello Pumphrey and
Melissa R.iber will entertain and
help lead in the singing.
The doors will open at 6 p.m.
with festive holiday activities for
the family Beginning---at 6:30
p.m. there will he hell ringing
antLyisiLs _by holiday characters
such as Frosty and Santa's elves.
About 200 volunteers are
needed to assist the LexingtonFayette Urban County Government with organiiing and coordinating the event. Anyone wishing
to volunteer may call
1-606-258-3026.

fREE GIFT
WRAPPIN,q
Mars Kay fragrance gifts
are perfect tor everyone on
your list Select gifts for
holidays, birthdavs,
Mother's Day, Father's Day,
weddings, graduations or

any spec ial
asion And
the girt vy rapping is free!
Call today
l
AL
i
MARY
• Ar E

Susan Cunningham
independent Sealy Constirant
&les Director
753-2207

Career

Opportunity
Available

B•11•111•6-0
Sponwored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
'1,500 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Gaines -- 8100 Each

• $1200 Jackpot -(57) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week

rerI/OciC3
tri• elp,;„100
4
-/Plif,•6$6,

kftv1:,'
• Letter "If - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $350.1!
(Consolation Prize - 105 of 'it' Jackpot, minimum $tool
• 3 Special Games -- Double Bingo pays 60`i, 75'4 and 90',i

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

DEWALT

Leah Stuart, a senior at Calloway County High School, has been chosen
student of the week. The daughter of Jim and Bridget Stuart, she Is in
the band, Bets Club and foreign language club, as well as her church
youth group. Pictured are: assistant principal Cloyd BluMgarten, Stuart,
Century 21 agent Tina Wright.

WEDNESDAY,DECEN1BFR I. 1993
(For your personalized Jails Jeane Dixon horoscope. hased on NOW- in% Ii
. company Vk ill bill you oS
date of birth. call 1-9410-914X-/7/04. Your phonc
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN TIIF
Sept 2. ,
prt,
ar;oid
NEXT YEAR OF YOI. R LIFE: Fhink
Tie up loose ends and strengthen a silted I1110 rolCIIII.111)
new alliance. You'need not he agreement I I as cling can he good
objective when making decisions tor ‘our sind. A roni.in,.e sr it Ii
that affect' you alone. Follow your ),outtger pet son proses s;.•iS
heart! Fretting over minor details" is mg.
a waste of energy. Focus on the
LIBRA (Sept. .:
i'22 1. Vi ork
larger picture. If a crisis arises in will be strenuous hut rew
early 1994. stand on your own two 1-Apect to be paid tor ato o‘ertime.
feet. Your self-reliance wins you `four popularn Is on the rise Fnlist
many admirers. Plan a vacation for the coiperaniin ol someone behind
early summer.
the scenes in laundling a pet prineo.
SCORi°10 it Kt. 23 No.. 21): A
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Bette Midler. diFect L.on.rolhation nits he hard to
comedian Richard Pryor. golf great :Ism& At least it skull clear the air!
Lee Trevino. actor Woody Allen. - An older member ol the opposite
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: sex will hei...otne OUT greatest all\
Your ESP is both powerful and reli- Or 10e.'Tread rer caretulls.
able today. Heed your instincts
SAGITTARII S iSos . 32 Dec.
about a buy-or-sell transaction. A .211: Your partners 111,15 Ii,r e iii tend
private arrangement will work out for themsels es nos% %shill: you take
much as you predicted.
on the u mkt. Others respect our
TAURUS (April 20-May 200: A ambition and .01 -discipline. Guard
hunch or private deal could mean against emotional lacy,orks within
more money in the bank. In ,the lamil‘ circle.
romance, your luck rings true CAPitICORN tDec. 22-Jan.
signs point to a tender rendezvous I9): Seek e\pert ads ice ii an anistii:
tonight. Kindness to a loved one or creati‘e %culture has come to a
brings rich rewards.
complete stop. lmpulsi‘e changes
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: could prove costly. Your COIlillIaloFaraway places beckon. You arc ry attitude will mil off on your assoeager to meet new people or get ciates.
someone to sign on the dotted line.
AQUARD 5 Jan. 20-1-eb. IS
An alliance you develop now could Pre-planning and unrelenting cftort
last for many years.
will make you more eftectise in OW
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): workplace. You must prod ur:
Yesterday's breakthrough may not quickly. Brainstorm with higher ups
seem as exciting today. Combine and implement their suggestions. .A
emotional strength with mental ver- pleasant surprise is possible in late
satility for ultimate success. Curtail afternoon.
spendin_gein nonessential items._
\latch 20)
PISCES 11-eh..
. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Forth- Remain calm if an emergency arisright remarks will bring the desired es. Someone sr ho admires 414r
result. Call in your markers: ask for sense of purpose entrusts ott
special favors. Romance could important secrets. Ignore gossip ;Ind
acquire new luster'this evening. play your hunches. Tonight. socialTemper any criticism of a loved one ize with those sr ho share sour interwith praise.
ests.

High Performance Industrial Tools

3/8"(10mm) Heavy Duty
Cordless Versa-Clutch'
Driver/Drill Kit
DW945K-2
•12.0V Variable Speed Reversing

• Keyless Chuck. 04004-1300 RPM
•Fan Cooled 140 Watt Motor
11 One Hour Recharge
•Includes Charger Two Batteries,
and Steel Carrying Case

!MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY

Inc.753-3361

208 E. Main

They'll say
you shouldn't
have gone to
all that trouble.

There's no other gift like a Gourmet Basket
creation . A spectacular presentation of
personalized goodies blossoming from a
beautiful homemade basket And no other gift
is as easy and fun to buy.
So when they say -you shouldn-t-have",luSt
smile and tell them it was no trouble at all.
Because it wasn't!

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright and ambitious hut may not take
school seritlusly until about to enter college. They hare a tendency to question authority and must learn to control their teniper. Impress on ,t11.111 ihe
benefits of teamwork. Their keen intuition vy ill tell them you are right! Once
these Sagittarians learn to cooperate with others, they. become strong candidates for a leadership role. Business, finance and politics arouse their intellectual curiosity. They will want to explore all three before deciding on a

Place your Holiday order now.
Come in and browse-1

career.
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Unique Gins
Free Gill
Wrapping

'..)rlirgott4

Mon. & Tue.
Special
Farm Raised Catfish Dinner
Fri. & Sat. Seafood Buffet

1.0=IN

Fax 442-0080

$3.49

$9.95

*men ftts

PADUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE
HANNAN PLA7A • 509 LORE OAK ROAD • HIGHWAY 45•PADUCAH
OPM R&M TO 10PM FRIDAY AND SATURDAY TR I IPM

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 30, the 334th day of 1993. There arc 31
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30, 1782, the United States and Britain signed preliminary
Peace articles in Pans, ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1803, Spain completed the process of ceding Louisiana to

ihs
on

or

France.
In 1804, the only U.S. Supreme Court justice impeached to date,
Samuel Chase, went on trial, accused of political bias. He was
acquitted by the Senate.
In ,41135, Samuel Langhorne Clemens — better known as author
Mark Twain — was born in Florida, Mo.
In 1874, British statesman Sir Winston Churchill was born at Blenheim Palace.
In 1967, Julie Nixon and David Eisenhower announced their
_
enpgementIn 1981, the United States and the Soviet Union opened negotiations in Geneva aimed at reducing nuclear weapons in Europe.
Ten years ago: President Reagan pocket-vetoed legislation that
would have tied continued military aid for El Salvador to its progress
on human rights and land reform. Robert Sullivan, convicted of the
1973 robbery and murder of assistant restaurant manager Donald
Schmidt, was executed by the state of Florida despite an appeal from
Pope John Paul II to spare him.
Five years ago: Kohlberg Kravis Roberts and Co. was declared the
winner of the corporate free-for-all to take over RJR Nabisco Inc. with
a bid of S24.53 billion.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme Court sustained women's basic
right to abortion, voting 6-3 against reviving a 1990 Guam law that
would have prohibited nearly all such procedures.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Virginia Mayo is 73. Actor Efrem Zimbalist Junior is 70. Former New York Congresswoman Shirley
Chisholm is 69. Actor Richard Crenna is 66. TV personality and producer Dick Clark is 64.. ConvictedWatergate defendant G. Gordon
Liddy is 63. Playwright David Mamet is 46., Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy is 40. Singer Billy Idol is 38. Football and baseball player
Bo Jackson is 31.
Thought for Today: "No particular man is necessary to the state.
We may depend on it that, if we provide the country with popular
institutions, those institutions will provide it with great men." —
Thomas Babington Macaulay, English historian (1-800-1859).
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Tea years ago
Chairman Alkn Moffiu recommended goals and outlined objectives for Murray City Schools of
the newly-appointed Citizens
Advisory Committee for the City
Schools,
Dr. Ray Mofield discussed
"The Press in the American
Revolution" at a meeting of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution held at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. He was introduced
b) Mrs. Loal Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Palmer of
Kirksey. will be married
Rt.
for 60 -years on Dec. 4.
Murray State University Racers
beat Missouri-Kansas 80 to 49 sn
opening basketball game of the
season. Lahm and Talley were
high scorers for Murray State.
Twenty years ago
The house and contents of Mr.

and Mrs. Tames R. Fussell and
to daughters were destroyed by
fire on Nov. 28 about 10 p.m.
Serving as officers of Stella
4-H Club are Kevin Scruggs,
Jimmy Scruggs, Everett Han,
Dawn Sledd. Terry Sledd and
Debra Gupton.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Crouch
will be marned for 50 years on
Dec. 1.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Donald G. Hughes.
Nov. 25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert S. Allen, Nov. 26.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, district
treasurer of United Methodist
Women, spoke at a meeting of
First United Methodist Church
Women. New officers arc Mrs.
Max Brandon, Mrs. James G.
Oliver. Miss Roberta Whitnah,
Mrs. Cortez Byers, Mrs. Carl
Harrison and Miss Mary Lassiter.
Thirty years ago

Five local- businesses were
entered last night in a brazen robbery which occurred between 1
and 2 2.111., and Hendon's Service
Station robbed sometime after
midnight. The five businesses
were Jim Adams ICA, Outland
Bakery, Enix Interiors, Murray
Home and Auto and Murray
Beauty Salon, all in Northsidc
Shopping Center.
Joseph B. Williams, attorney,
has opened his offices for the
practice of law on North Fourth
Street. He comes here from
Louisville.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddy Duncan, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Mason.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn presented a
lesson on "Social Graces" at a
meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club held at the home of Mrs.

Max Farley.
Forty years ago
Members of the Home Department of Murray Woman's Club
took a tour of Murray Manufacturing Company on Nov. 19.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Fortino, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David James
Gowans and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Richard Leonard
Mrs. Herman Darnell and Mrs.
Hugh Gingles presented a lesson
on "Making the Hat" at a meeting
of Kirksey Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Jackie
Treas.
'Murray Slate College Thoroughbreds heat St. Bonaventure
68 to 60 but lost to Siena 62 to
49 in basketball games on their
road trip for the openign of the
1953-54 basketball season at
MSC.

DEAR ABBY
DVAI{ ABBY This it response
ti tht• Ict!er from "Cathy in Pittsburgh.- the w .14tress %%hi, told about
-ix women ; oming into the-restati.1 1 .1k,. •.r(1.•ring cottet•
I.IIII l% I
.1--4.1t11.; 1114. ee.titress to,
\
1.,•4 4.. !he cake I think I can top
thc"
!14,,In litj.i . fli nit on (1.H.k
Till -4,4.4 .iiid nic to a restaurant. tor
IL \Lon had brought a small.
decorated lort1141.1‘ ake .iI,ri hi
.-tdOWAtrI/ivocc.1,1“11,
the %%,titr.•-, ko ought out .1
three. plate, tor our cake.kWh.1( then
-lit' tut() II; that the kitchen help
w.ould let them
had -ked it
ha4.4I piece. to., Thinking that a

couple of pieces of cake wouldn't
hurt. MOM Sa id. -Sure. how many
pieces do you need"- The 4A-aitress
said."Ten pieces should do it
Needless to say. we were
appalled that she had the gall to
ask for that many pieces. but Mom
had already said yes, so she cut lii
pieces and ended up with Just
enough cake to serve the three it
US
KATHY IN 14

0EAR KATHY: Like Monday
morning quarterbacks, we can
usually think of what we should
have said after it's ttx) late, hut
restaurants are not in business
to provide the public with a

comfortable place to sit and eat
food they have brought from
home — or purchased somewhere else. Head on:
DEAR ABBY. I think I can top
•t he srory.about the ladies who
brought a cake into a restaurant
;end ask'e'd the Walt rt.SS to Cut it and
Scl-Vo' It
I was on duty as head cook in a
cafeteria One Sunday afternoon
when the' cashier came hack and
asked how much she should charge
for a cup of hot water
I told her we didn't charge for
hot water. Then she said. "But the
customer wants 12 cups"'
I went out to the dining room
- 04 .

DAILY COMICS

and -„iv. 12 people .eated around
two tables they li.it1
togeth
t4r
had taken plates, sther
ware and napkins from the Iodic(
table and wanted iis
ser•t• the
chow- mein they !hid 1/111111:1-4.41 Iii iii
a takeout restaurant down the
had brought their own
street
tea bags to steep tea in our clips'
111.Ssert seas 1'4,111111V Cili)kies 6411'11
1111. Chinese restaurant
Abby. when they len would you
believe they didn't eYen leave a tip
tor the pet son w Ito w iped the
tables'
A AN!/ERSON.
lifill'ELYN. MINN

The.,

Tr...,

JANET

DEAR JANET: After writing
this column for :17 years, I can
believe anything.
* • •

THE FAR SIDE

II)FAR ABBY What do you do
;i1Halt LI neighlsir who does not stop
ti lk mn.g i
neighbor is a very
kindhearted person but the conversalialii is always one sided because
she is very long-winded
(.014.1" iteighbews and I hate
to be rude to her, but see' feel like
rtintiim.4, when we see her coming l•
teiiitld like; to be lionest with'her
and tell her for her owl( good that
her mon-stop talking gets on my
114•I'Ves. hilt I hate to hurt her feelings Result's. I have other things to

'I'h,

By GARY LARSON

't•4

iiii
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Abby..tile.ise help with this hardto-handle prohlem
:WHIM; EARS

CALVIN and HOBBES
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DEAR ACHING EARS: It's a
kindness to listen — for a while
— but unless you let her know
that you have other things to
do.she will go on and on, taking
as much of your time as you
give her.
You do not say how old she
is, or whether she lives alone,
but be charitable; listen for a
while, then tell her you have
other things to do — and gently
steer her to the. door.

DR. GOTT

CATHY
:
THIS IS THE PERFECT
:
I
-V
CARD FOR ME TO SEND
THIS YEAR' IT's /01E.! .
---------------------'
..-".1)----o "

riD, wilIT ..IS THIS ONE WREN
r
ME OR [SIMS ONE MORE ME .
OR IS THIS ONE MORE ME.
/ ----'
-r---'
"
--" '-' ---- -"--^--.

t *48•4)••0 lt.A. Ata.',1
°
.

0 CARDS

-a

f

)

- .RI

V THIS ONE' THIS SOUNDS
EXACTLY LIKE ME ! 'its'
THIS, Is ME'RING IT UP!
THIS ONE 15 DEFINITELY ME .1!

4i 'S—e"S•44`41•A

fr

„

or FOR

How Do ya.)FE..)
M01.1?,
_1
r) AWFUL. my HEAD
i MA-W4,W 1-1-0.L41
. HUMS 1 CAN
1
HARMS/
Move
---1...

\
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WELL,I'LL BE: THIS 15 THE SAME
LITTLE BUG I SAW OVER ON THE
PLAYGROUND TWO DAYS A60..

DEAR DR.(;OTT Following sound
wave treatment for kidney stones. I
passed three small renrants of a kid
ney stone that my urologist identified
as calcium oxalate My doctor has
given me a short list of foods to avoid
Thus, what are good substitutes for
spinach and beans" Are all nuts bad,
including peanuts' If all berries are
bad, must I give up jams and jellies'
Can I substitute carob for chocolate'
Puzzle
Previous
to
Answer
DEAR READER Vegetables high
ACROSS
43 Singing
such as the ones yiou men
oxalate,
in
syllable
P Y
1 Tea
induce the formation of
joking
may
Not
lion.
45
4 Urich ID
is(abbr )
That
48
stones I suggest that
kidney
oxalate
6 Soft-spoken
50 Iranian
you simply skip the spinach and
11 Rowboat part
currency
beans, substituting peas and green
13 Leisure
51 -- 11 up
garment
beans, for example Most nuts should
54 Direction
15 At home
be avoided.
also
56 Metal
16 More foxy
not aware of the prohibition
fasteners
am
I
UUM
001300
1100
18 Egyptian
Proceed
58
berries and other fruit it
against
CrOSS
0
Burning
59
me that they would he (1K,
to
seems
Presidential
19
61 Drapery
and jellies included Carob may
flits.
jams
material
21 Solitary
be substituted for chocolate. in mod
63 Strong0
22 Agave plant
eration.
smelling
23 Fragrant
64 Printer's
Like most healthy people. you have
26 --- Guevara
measure
dietary preferences. Rather
certain
fabric
Made
29
65 Permit to
11-30-93 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate than having to omit a favored food and
31 Engrave with
sod
operating in the dark about many
DOWN
33 Negative
other dietary items, I suggest that you
6 Thorough12 Swayze ID
1 Hair style
profit
fares
interview a registered dietician. Such
14 Symbol for
2 Workman
34 Fish hawk
7 You and me
a nutrition specialist can answCr your
thorium
3 Arabic(abbr.)
37 Inclines
El At the drop of
questions and offer hints about how to
17 Grafted •
4 Valley on
39 Sun god
-- -(heraldry)
live with many of the restrictions your
moon
40 Music halls
9 Of wine
20 Please reply
5 Wedding
doctor has placed on your diet.
42 Sagacious
10 Alrcreftsman
24 Game fish
DEAR DR. GOTT. I suffer from
25 Roman 650
dermatitis on my legs from my knees
27 Hastens
to my ankles My doctor has given me
28 Otherwise
10
a
8
5
7
8
4
3
2
1
EuceriO cream and Lasix Neither has
29 Beer
Ingredient
helped My feet swell,- there is itching
14
13
11
30 Gravel ridges
and peeling of the skin What do you
tricks?'
32'—
111
advise"
35 Dutch town
16
15
DEAR READER Dermatitis
(for)
38 Longed
(inflammation of the skin) has many
Essential pan
38
21
WI
111
causes, ranging from Simple eczema
41 Solo
22il
44 Passageway
to drug reactions or serious disorders,
23 24
46 Innooent
such as strep infection. Sometimes,
47 Gin's name
patients with congestive heart failure
49 Coup d' —
(the accumulation of excess fluid in
ill
MN
52 Fit of
the tissues from weak heart contracshivering
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By Peter II. Gott, M.D.
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WORSE

GARFIELD

At the Federal Mole Penitentiary

CROSSWORDS

BOXED CRIZDS 4 - —

r
FOR BETTER

,-- -THE SELFLESS 5PiRIT of \--1
CHRISTMAS FOUR HOURS
SPENT FiNDING A CARD THAT
DESCRIBES MVSEEf, COLlOWE0
6\4 THREE WEEKS RESENTING
THE FACT THAT T HAVE TO •
SEND IT TO ANYONE

41 111

Mill

WI
iii

hil

53 Walker of
Beetle Bailey
fame
54 NW state
55 It precedes
ii
540
Ildlill 57 Lucci ID
80 MN*(abbr.)
62 Chemical
suffix
UUU
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•

, nuns) can develop dermatitis of the
legs, if the extra fluid (edema) causes
the skin to stretch, crack and break
down
Lasix is a diuretic that rids the
body of edema. Perhaps your physician thinks that you have a heart
problem. If he is correct, the Lasix
should relieve your symptoms. If your
heart is not to blame, however, you
should be examined by a dermatologist, who can identify the cause of
your dermatitis
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Stock Market Report

DEATHS
Charles Ray McReynolds

•

4

4;

Prices as of 9 a.m.
--;

Coleman Parker Myers

Charles Ray McReynolds, 61, Union City, Tenn., died Saturday at Sacred Hun Hospital. Pensacola, Fla. His death was
from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
He was a foreman of the foundry for Jiffy Steamer.
Born April 10, 1932, at Lynn Grove. he was the son of the
late Oscar Printice McReynolds and Elma Labe Morton
McReynolds. He also was preceded in death by one son, Jon Mark
McReynolds; three brothers, Elwood. Ace and Joe Pat McReynolds; half sister, Mrs. Clotille Hinley; half brother. Orvis
McReynolds.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva Barbara Maria Hogland
McReynolds, to whom he was married on May 9, 1957; one
daughter, Mrs. Kathy Shaw, and one granddaughter, Christina
Shaw, Ft_ Walton Beach, Fla.; One son, Eric McReynolds,
Union City, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Evon Wilson and Mrs.
Faye On and husband, Dewey, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Smith,
Kuttawa; one brother, Harold McReynolds and wife, Pat, Murray; half brother, Halford McReynolds,- Boydsville.
•
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
V.'hite -Ranson Funeral Home, Union City. Dr. Billy Gray Hurt
officiate:
'Pallbearers will be Bill Simrell. Bill Hobbs, Ferrell Miller,
Jere Cough, Keith Clouse, Greg McReynolds and Steve McReynolds. Burial will follow in East- View Cemetery, Union City.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6:30 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Reba Shelton Connor

The funeral for Coleman Parker Myers is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of. Hazel. Kenneth Edwards
is officiating. The song service is by church singers.
Pallbearers are Stephen Edwards, Gary Price, Joe Thompson,
George Childs, Walter Lee Steely and Gary Herndon. Burial
will follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Mr. Myers, 72, of Rt. 1, Hazel, died Sunday at 4:30 a.m. at
his home. He was retired from the Transportation Department
of the City of Detroit, Mich. He was a member of Hazel
Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma Taylor Myers; two
daughters,- Mrs.-Ruth -Frances - -Fraley and husband, Steve, Waterford, Mich., and Mrs. Eva Lynn Hahn and husband, Michael,
St. Clair Shores, Mich.; one son, Stephen Myers, Rt. 2, Hazel;
one brother J.L. Myers, Valdosta, Ga.: two grandchildren,
Frederick Hahn and Stephen Hahn, St. Clair Shores, Mich.

reFIrtv• -',,

Mrs. Lillian S. (Sally) Henson, 73, Rt. 8, Murray, died Monday at 5:30 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended
illness.
A W.A.C. veteran of World War 11, she was a retired secretary and a mertiber of Green Plain Church of Christ.
Born July 24, 1920, in • Hong Kong, China, she was the
daughter of the late David Sailing and Betha Bassis Sailing.
Survivors include her husband, O.L. (Pete) Henson, Rt. 8,
Murray.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Murray
City Cemetery. Virgil Hale and Henry Hargis will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to
8:_1(1 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Home. Ed Davis will officiate. Burial.
City Cemetery.
the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m.
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Miss Iva Nelson
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Final rites for Miss Iva Nelson were Sunday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. Jeff Steen
officiated.
Pallbearers were Michael Patterson, Larry Burkeen, Johnny
Coleman, Tim Henderson, Mike Coleman and Wayne Coleman.
Burial was in Bethleinen Cemetery, Princeton. t
Miss Nelson, 88, formerly a Princeton, died Saturday at 1:51
a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include one foster brother, John Coleman Jr., Murray; several cousins.
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Mrs. Nova tee Wendt
Mrs. Nova Lee Wendt, 73, Rt. 7, Murray, died today at 6:30
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a 'member .of th. Church of Christ. Her husband,
Howard Fredrick Wendt, to whom she was married on April
27. 1946, and one brother, E,ura Wall (Doc) Dixon, preceded
her in death.
Born Sept. 22, 1920, in Trigg County, she was the daughter
,f the late George Roscoe Dixon and Dewey Ahart Dixon.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Janice Paulk and husHill. Ellis, and Mrs. Susan Pologruto and husband; Paul, PlanFla., and Mrs. Nancy Jones and husband, Phillip, Murray; to sisters, Mrs. Jackie Berkley and husband, Ray, and
Mis. Christine Berkley and husband, Edison, Peoria, j11.; two
brothers, Charles Dixon and wife, Edra, and James Dixon and
ife, Evelyn. Murray; five grandchildren, Eric Pologruto: Amy
Pologruto, Christopher Jones, Richard Chandler and Ellis Paulk
H. three great-grandchildren, Nicholas, Ricky and Chelsea
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Mrs Reba Shelton Connor, 84, Paducah. died Sunda9 at 8:40
p.m. at Park view Convalescent Center there.
Her husband, Harry 0. Connor, and two brothers- preceded
her in .death. Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Rev. T.G. Shelton and Bertha Lassiter Shelton.
She was a member 91 First Baptist Church, Baptist Missionary Union and Western Baptist Hospital Auxiliary, Padocah.
Survivors, include one daughter, Mrs. Ann, Connor Walker,
one granddaughter, Raye Ann walker Heath, Paducah: one sister,.
Mrs. Jane Shelton Morton and husband, Carman, Hazel; one
brother, the Rev. Thomas Hicks Shelton, Louisville; two greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral home. Paducah. The Rev. Robert Kersey will officia,c.. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
. Friends may call at the funeral 'home from 5 to 7 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Ewressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to the American Heart Association ore the American Lung
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PREVIEW

Questions

CONTENTS:

Plate full of answers in '93-'94
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Questions abound as the lid•
is lifted off another basketball
season here in the . "Plate
Lunch Capital."
A bad question is one that
goes unasked. A good question
is: What will happen to the
college and high school teams
of Murray, Ky. in the 1993-94
season?
Question: A there life for
the Racers after Pope ye Jones?
• Answer Sure hope so.
One season after the big guy
left town is not a good measuring stick. Unfortunately,
Tennessee State head coach
Frankie Allen carried a bigger
measuring stick last season —
Carlos Rogers.

The future No. 1 draft pick
made life miserable for. the
Ohio Valley Conference last
year. Even worse for the
Racers.
Keep an eye on Nashville.
See if the newly crowned
Tigers can cope with fame and
fortune.
Every Tiger was happy to
contribute during last year's
magical season. It's possible
the once all-for-one Tigers
will meet with internal strife
while defending the flag.
Question: Will Eddie Fields
rekindle the name that burned
out after Bud Childers left the
Lady Racer pmgram?
• Answer: Not this year.
Fields is real treasure for the
Lady Racer program, but the
chest won't open this season.
However, basketball will be
fun again in Racer Arena.
Here's hoping it's less dangerous as Fast Eddie tries to control his turnover-happy team.
Question: Can the Lady
Lakers repeat their magical
ride thmugh the First Region
Tournament?,
• Answer: Possibly.
It will be hard to match the
good fortunes the Lady Lakers
ran into in March last season.
(Unless Leon Lett transferred

to Marshall or Graves:) Actually, the Lady Lakers should
be better this year. Will it he
enough?
Question: Are the Tigers
ready for Prime Time?
• Answer: Willing and able.
But, are the Tigers as good
as Top 3 in the Region? Tough
call. Maturity, health and poise
will go a long way in deciding
if the Tigers fit the bill.
Question: With all the attention going to everyone around
them, is there any rcason for
the Lakers and Lady Tigers
even playing this season?
• Answer: Absolutely.
Calloway's boys and Murray's girls may be the most
entertaining team of the bunch.
While the Lady Lakers and
Tigers face the pressure, the
Lakers and Lady Tigers will
be a joy to watch.
Calloway is ready to execute Ron Greene's plan the
way it was intended, plus, they
have more athletic ability and
confidence than the first two
teams.
Jimmy Harrell's toddlers
will make huge strides
throughout the season and just
might pull one shocker.
Question: Ready for
basketball?

RACERS
page 3

LADY RACERS
page 5

LAKERS
page 7

LADY LAKERS
page 8
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All Australian
Gold Tannin
Products 8

"The 10-2 Special"
Come in between 10 a.m.& 2 p.m. and
pay only $2.50 per tanning visit. No
other offers apply.
Good Until Jan. 1, 1994
1

,•

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& McNUT'T
INSURANCE

Gift Certificates Available

Neon Beach
•,,

Tanning Salon ,
Dixieland Center • Murray
753-3332

dopmd

...and we try hard
to give them the very best
insurance protection and service
we can provide - the kind
they expect and deserve. If .
you'd like to be one of our
V.I.P.'s give us a call.

Receive an extra 10% Off
Any Tanning Pkg. & All Tanning Products With MSU I.D.
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State Auto Insurance

Das IMIsNatt. AM

Southold* Court lIquarv

753-4461
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STEELE•ALLBRITTEN
Plumbing & Electrical

Call Us
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MURRAY STATE RACERS

Defensive Racers in rare position
Racers set
to take aim
at Tenn. St.
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

The Murray State Racers are
no longer defending champions in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
But they plan on being very
defensive.
As Scott Edgar begins his
third year as head coach of the
Murray State Racers, he has an
experienced collection of
quick athletic players - which
are ferocious defensive
players.
And while the Racers may
lack a proven big-time scorer
for the first time since Jeff
Martin was in high school,
Murray State' defense and
depth could be enough to

Senior C-

Gumm.

COACH: Scott Edgar (35-25 2 years)
1992-93 RECORD: 18-12 overall, 11-5 OVC
STARTERS LOST: Frank Allen, Sr G, Maurice Cannon, Sr
OTHERS LOST: Scott Sivills, Sr., F; Tony Bailey, Jr. G (transfer); Bo Walden, Sr., G; Jeremy Park, Jr., F, Michael Hunt, Sr.
G.
STARTERS RETURNING: Cedric Gumm, G. 6-0; Antoine
Teague, C, 6-10; Jerry Wilson, F, 6-7.
OTHER RETURNEES: Antwan Hoard, F, 6 6: Marcus Brown,
G, 6-3; Lawrence Bussell, F, 6-5; Michael James, C, 6-8; Kenneth Taylor, G, 5-10.
NEWCOMERS: Vincent Rainey, G, 6-4: Anthrius Carter, F,
6-5; Jarrod Martin, G, 5-11; Renardo Levine, G, 6-0; Marcus
Jones, G, 6-3.
°

recapture an OVC title.
"I think defense all starts
with an attitude and I think
these kids have a good attitude
about wanting to stop people
and have quickness to stop
some people," Edgar said.
"They have the attidude and
the athletic ability to stop
people."

The Racers start with twoyear starter Cedric Gumm,
who won team MVP honors
last season after averaging
11.9 points per game. Gumm
is one of the most accurate
Murray State shooters from
both 3-point range and the free
throw line.

Come,join the YMCA
during Christmas Break!
We will be open from 6:15 until 5:30
on December 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 & 30.
The cost is $11.00 a day for the first ohild
and $5.50 a day for a second child.
All children participating must be current
members of the YMCA.
To register your child please
call the YMCA at 759-9622.

talented freshman Vincent Rainey also could he a big impact
player in the backcourt.
Alabama transfer Marcus
,Jones is slated to he eligible at
the end of the first semester.
He could be the scorer Edgar
is looking for.
Lawrence Russell is a 6-4
scrapper who plays defense
with reckless abandon.

• See Page 4

Do you have enough
life insurance?

A•
•

And Edgar realizes that
defense will have to be what
paces the Racers.
"I expect us to be a good
defensive team," Edgar said.
"And maybe with us not having a prolific offensive player,
we need to be a prolific defensive team."

Christmas
Break
Day Camp

YMCA

Sophomore Kenneth Taylor
hacks up Gumm at point
guard, and is completely
recovered from injuries that
kept him out of the lineup last
year.
At the two-spot, junior college transfer William Moore
has taken a starting spot.
Moore is a good shooter, and
Edgar wants him to take more
shots than he has during preseason play.
Marcus Brown, at 6-3, averaged 8.9 points a game last
season oil the bench, while

Woodman's FREE
financial Needs
Analyst* can tell 11 you
have the MN insurance
protection to moot your
goals. To find out
more, contact:

Jamas R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
7534113

Head coach Scott Edgar.

A Woodmen
of the World

tile Insurance Society
limn.
,OM. Omits N.A.ArOu

Good Luck
Racers, Tigers and Lakers!
We Offer the Best
Products, Installation and Service.
Vanity Tops • Tub Panels • Ceramic Tile
Whirlpool Tubs • Shouter Bases and Walk • Alirrors
Shower Doors • Kitchen Counters • Bathroom Accessories

Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719
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MURRAY STATE RACERS

MI Defensive...

RACER SCHEDULE

:64

23
Nov.
Nov. ,29
2
Dec.
7
Dec.
11
Dec.
18
Dec.
22
Dec.
27
Dec.
Dec 29-30
4
Jan.
8
Jan
10
Jan
15
Jan.
17
Jan.
19
Jan.
22
Jan.
24
Jan.
29
Jan
Jan.
31
2
Feb.
5
Feb.
7
Feb.
12
Feb
14
Feb
19
Feb.
26
Feb.
28
Feb.
Mar. 3-5

SLOVENIA (Exhibition)
at Arkansas
VASDA USA (Exhibition)
CAMPBELLSVILLE
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
ST. LOUIS
MISSISSIPPI
PIKEVILLE
at Toledo MVP Holiday Classic
ARKANSAS COLLEGE
at Morehead State'
at Eastern Kentucky'
MIDDLE TENNESSEE'
TENNESSEE TECH'
MEMPHIS STATE
TENNESSEE-MARTIN'
TENNESSEE STATE'
at Austin Peay'
at Tennessee State'
SOUTHEAST MISSOURIIKBSI-TV)
EASTERN KENTUCKY'
MOREHEAD STATE*
at Middle Tennessee'
at Tennessee Tech'
at Southeast Missouri'(KBSI-TV)
AUSTIN PEAY•
at Tennessee-Marlin'
OVC Tournament (Nashville. Tenn.)

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
3:00
8:00
7:30
TBA
7:30
630
6:30
7:45
7:45
8:00
7:45
7:45
5:30
8:00
8:00
7:45
7:45
7:30
7:30
7:30
4:00
7:30
TBA

FROM PAGE 3
Upfront. Antoine Teague
bulked up during the offseason
and his 6-10 frame could be
dominating in the OVC after a
good stretch run last year.
Senior Jerry Wilson is a solid
rcbounder, while Antwan
Hoard is a second-team allOVC preseason pick and is
versatile. at 6-6. Michael
James, a 6-g, is a solid contributer in the low post.
Four walk-ons, Nathan
Howard, Renard° Levine, Jarrod Martin and Brandon
Shoulders have been fighting
for playing time as well.
Edgar has seven seniors to
work with - which is a new
experience for the third-year
coach.

'Ohio Valley Conference Games

Senior center Antoine Teague.

A Sports Lover Gift...

M.S.U. Basketball
Good Luck Racers, Lake,rs & Tigers!
From All Your Friends
Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Pmkssional. Penonal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

By E.R. McIntosh
ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"

The

GALLERYj,
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.41110
301 North 12th • University Square • 759-1019

."This is the first time I've
had more returnees than newcomers, and that's why I think
we're farther ahead right now
than we have been in the last
copule of years," Edgar said.
"We've done more playing
and less talking."
And Edgar feels the scoring
problem will take care of
itself. The Racers averaged 84
points per game last year in
the running and pressing style
Edgar likes.
"I think that (scoring) might
come in time," Edgar said.
"Marcus Jones is going to hit
some shots for us, and I think
in the OVC, Antoine Teague
can be a scoring threat."
Last year was the first time
since 1986-87 that the Racers
didn't win or share the OVC
title or make a trip to the
postscason.
Edgar thinks that this is his
deepest team. And he also
likes another ingredient of
championsh p tea ms Chemistry.
"I think what every coach
strives for is balance. I think
the chemistry on this team is
very good." Edgar said. "They
push each other in practice.
They arc tired when they leave
the gym, and they seem in
good spirits with one another."
And Racer fans will be getting to see a great deal of the
• team. The Racer December
home schedule features St.
Louis and Ole Miss, while
Memphis State also visits Racer Arena.
And then comes the OVC,
where Murray State, like
everybody else, is chasing
Tennessee State.
But the Racers aren't
defending anymore.
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MURRAY STATE LADY RACERS

Murray heads to Fields in '93-'94
Parker gets
set for final
OVC charge
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
It's a whole new world for
the Murray State Lady Racers
under first-year coach Eddie
Fields.
Fields, who has spent the
last two seasons under coach
Scott Edgar on the Racer staff,
moves over to take command
of a women's basketball program that has struggled since
Bud Childers left for Louisville four years ago.
Fields has brought a discplined, no nonsense approach
to the Lady Racers who finished 6-19 last season under
Kelly Breazeale.
"It's a whole new system,"
said senior guard Jennifer
Parker, who earned all-OVC
honors last season by averaging 20.3 points per game.
"Coach Fields is a totally different person than Coach Breazeale. He's I lot more
disciplined."
Fields wants to sec improvement from the Lady Racers.
"My expectations for this
team is just to get better," said
FieIs. "We haven't set any
goals other than just to get
better every game."
Fields will build around
Parker. the Murray High product who has started 72 consecutive games. Last season, she
ranked 23rd nationally and
second in the OVC in scoring.
This year, she's taken on
additional role as team leader.

COACH: Eddie Fields (0-0 1st year)
1992-93 RECORD: 6-19 overall, 4-12 OVC,
1
1
=
STARTERS LOST: Mechelle Skelton, Sr. C.
OTHERS LOST: Layette Arnold, G; Lakeisha Hopson, G,
Amy Lassiter, C; Kritti Snell, G.
STARTERS RETURNING: Jennifer Parker, G, Sr.; Rochelle
Cadwell, G, Jr; Lequida Pearson, F, So.; Melissa Shelton, F, Sr
OTHER RETURNEES: Allison Gallimore, G, Sr.; Stephanie
Gray, F, So.; Kriste Haberer, F, Jr.
NEWCOMERS: Christy Bailey, F, Fr.; Angie Cooper, G. Fr-.;
Laura Newcbmb, G, Jr ; Ashley Rogers, G, Fr

"She's showing more leadcrship than she has in the
past," Fields said. "1 want her
to Teel like this is her team.
She has a lot of responsibility,
and she's stepped up and
accepted the challenge."

1=
r

Parker said she doesn't feel
anymore pressure.
"Not really," Parker said.
"I'm trying to do whatever it
takes to win."
II See Page 6

_
Senior All-OVC guard Jennifer Parker leads the Lady Racer
attack.

Papa's
'Sports Special
Senior Allison Gallimore will have to provide strong defense
and shooting for the Lady Racers.

onimakti)IVANKOc
win 42•Ccrhes

‘
Two Large,
Two Topping
Pizzas
For Only

$I II98
+ Tax

OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

Ad Must Accompany Order

Have A Great Season
Racers, Tigers & Lakers!

IVO

Office
Furniture
Large
Selection
at Great
Service
Prices
After
The Sale
"Easy Number & Easy People To Deal With

iZZA

PAPAJOIlits
*IN*

• 516 Main • Downtown Murray • 753-0123 ••••
Junior guard Rachella Cadwall
brings two years of experience.

•
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•otikorgarkorg, ZIP
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AlikaltallAtdualitik"..

Dixieland Center • Murray • 753-6686
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MURRAY STATE LADY RACERS

III Fields...
FROM PAGE 5
In the backcourt, Parker's
running mate Re,chelle Cad well returns. Cadwell will see
more time at the small forward
this season than she has in her
first two seasons.
Fields is hoping that Cad-

well will start having the type
of seasons at Murray State that
she did at Marshall County
High School.,

In the backcourt, Fields also
has defensive standout Allison
Gallimore, quick Stephanie
Gray, Laura Newcomb (returning from back surgery) and
freshman point guard Angie
Cooper - who has seen a lot of
action at the point guard spot
in preseason.
Freshman Ashely Rodgers
and Shannon McClain are also
available in the backcourt.
Upfront, the Lady Racers
don't, have a lot of size but
Fields is hoping on a lot of
smarts.
Melissa Shelton is closing
in on a career record for
3-point goals, while returnees
Kristie Haberer and Lequida
Pearson are being counted on
to give the Lady Racers some
rebounding.
Freshmen Christy Bailey is
also slated to see playing time

"I look for her to have a big
year," Fields said. "She's never really put up the numbers
that she did in high school. I
look for her to take a step forward this year."

World of Sound
After 32 Years in the Car & Home Stereo Business, we
are still here selling and servicing what we sell.

DO THEY?

Lay-Away
Now For
Christmas

Shop and Compare

Vie Truly
Appreciate Your
Business'

VISA/MasterCard Welcome
Open Monday-Saturday 10-6

222 South 12th • Murray • 753-91165

Call Today
For Ati
Appointment

Call Today
For An
Appointment

inside.
The Lady Racers start the
season with seven straight
games on the road. Fields is
hoping the Lady Racers can
build up some momentum
before OVC play begins in
January.
"For us on the road, we
want to compete and get better
and hopefully, by the time we
come hack home, we'll have a
team on the floor that is excit-

Ing and people will want to
watch," Fields said. "And
hopefully, we can get a few of
these on the road and people
will want to come out and see
us. That would give us a lot of
confidence coming back
home."
"I think we'll he a lot better," Parker said. "No teams
have much respect for us. I
think by the end of the year,
they will."

LADY RACER
SCHEDULE
Nov.
20
Nov.
29
Dec. 3-4
Dec.
6
Dec.
8
Dec. 10-11
18
Dec.
Jan
8
Jan
9
15
Jan.
Jan.
17
19
Jan.
Jan.
22
24
Jan.
Jan
29
31
Jan
Feb.
2
Feb.
5
7
Feb.
Feb
12
14
Feb
Feb.
19
Feb.
23
Feb.
26
Feb.
28
Mar. 3-5

ZAGREB-CROATIA (Exhibition)
at Evansville
at Arkansas State Pizza Inn Classic
at Eastern Illiniois
at Southern Illinois
at Memphis State Lady Tiger Classic
CAMPBELLSVILLE
at Morehead State'
at Eastern Kentucky'
MIDDLE TENNESSEE'
TENNESSEE TECH'
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
TENNESSEE-MARTIN'
TENNESSEE STATE'
at Austin Peay'
at Tennessee State'
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI'
EASTERN iit NTUCKY•
MOREHEAD STATE'
at Middle Tennessee'
at Tennessee Tech'
at Southeast Missouri'
KENTUCKY
AUSTIN PEAY*
at Tennessee-Martin'
OVC Tournament (Nashville, Tenn.)

7:00
5:00
TBA
7:30
5:00
TBA
7:00
4:15
1:00

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
7.30
5:45
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
530
5:15

7:00
1:00
5:30
TBA

'Ohio Valley Conlerence Games

WINTERIZE
14 Heater Systems
* Tune-Ups
* Anti-Freeze Flush

* Flush Cooling System
* Fuel Injection Service
* Batteries

* Lifetime Warranty On Brakes *

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
See or Call: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham, Randy
Cunningham, Ricky Cunningham or Vickie Herndon
Hours: Mon.-Fri.

7:30-5:00
(502) 753-6831 or 753-3571

619 South 4th St.

1993 Chevrolet Astro Extended Van

Sale Price
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, tilt, cruise, cas- $15
sette, ABS, MSRP $21,196

,900

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Salespeople Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom,
Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
••••••••••••
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GALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS

it to

Lakers' bite more dangerous
after busy summer of barking

And
w of
.ople
I sec
ot of
)ack

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

het-

MIMS

I
year,

Besides the fact that his
youngest son is now a member
of his team, Ron Greene isn't
getting older — he's just getting more familiar.
After two years of getting
reacquianted with the high
school game, the third-year
Calloway County boys'
basketball coach is ready to
begin putting his two-year
study to work.
"It's almost indescribable,"
Greene said of the comfort
between coach and team.
Not only have the two seasons, plus last summer, given
Greene a better idea of what
he has in the program, the
players are warming to the former Southeastern Conference
coach of the year.
-"I'm hard to get used to,"
said Greene, who coached at
New Orleans, Mississippi
State, Murray State and Indiana State before taking over the
Laker program. "I bark but I
don't bite."
Greene, who can scowl with
the best of the them and rip off
a one-liner and never crack a
smile, is now being understood
by his young players.
"We have a real good rapport. Everybody seems more

is.

.2•4

IA
30

IA
)0
15
)0
10
10
10

10
5

5

relaxed and confident this season," the coach said.
Confidence was also gained
by various summer camps and
summer leagues in the offseason. A first for the Lakers
under Greene.
"I remember my first game
(at Calloway) at Carlisle and
early in the game I turned to

(then assistant) Bobby Toone
and said, 'They look like
they're in mid-season form,—
• See Page 11

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
COACH: Ron Greene (3rd year).
1992-93 RECORD: 8-14
STARTERS LOST: Trent Gibson, C: Jason Greer: F. Matt
Price, F
STARTERS RETURNING: Thomas Hornbuckle.
, Brad
Cleaver, G, Jr
OTHER RETURNEES: Ricky Boyle, F, Jr. Wes Cogdell, F,
Sr.: Brent Anderson, G, So , Chad Darnall, F. Sr . Tyler Bohannon, C. Jr , Jay Herndon, G, Jr.: Jason beet, F, Jr.
NEWCOMERS: Brad Duncan, G, So: Jamie Stockdale, G.
So., David Greene. F. Fr., Steven Hester, F. So , Adam Saber,
C, So.

With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn tax-deferred
Interest at a
competitive rate To
find out more about
Woodmen s
Ta,t-Deterred
Annuities. contac t

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmsn Bldg.
3rd & M1/01, Murray
753-4377

A Woodmen

Try Our
Twisty Bread
or Garden
Fresh Salad

of the World
Life Insurance Society
uls
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BASEBALL CARDS

Now
Available
Thin & Crispy
Crust

•

Having a hard
time deciding
what to give
your card
collector?
Gift Certificates
•Baseball Cards
•Basketball Cards
•Football Cards
•Hockey Cards
•Startimg Lineup

b

•Albums„ & Pages
•Supplies
•Becketts

6ftt °Wife

.753-2744
Open: Mon.-Tues.-Thurs. 2:30-7 p.m.
Fri. 2304 p.m.; Set. 10-5 p.m.
Closed W.& Sun.

616 South 4th St., Murray

Buy 1 Medium Deep Dish
Pizza With 3 Toppings
$099
For
Get The 2nd For
$399
••r
Expires 12-31-93
Vald et participating Mores only. Noe vidd web anyashiratier Prior mar
von- Customer Pore 11100 100•Ohlw•••••C•bi• Deavery rem Nrnied le
ariliul• aidedrIvIne. Ow drivers cony less than $2000 Cash value 1)20a.
Our ddirees are not penalized lozIN. dellvarlea.

Carry-Out Special!
One Large Cheese Pizza
Only $499
Additional toppings Mailable.
Expires 12-11-93
•
Veld N pottopating twee ordy Nor said wen ore,other OW Peals trey
wart Cullistme Plesis tax eh•f•$01:4•CAbilk DeOvely areas breed to
ensure sale&MN Ow &NW,carry Ms than $2000 Cash value I/20a
Out drews Ye not penalized ice IN. dellweres

•=11

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINO'S_
How You Like Pizza At Home.

"Buy, Sell, Trade"

-•

.M111MI.

Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Available toppings: pepperba sausage,
beef, mushrooms, onions, Ofen pepper,
green & black olives, bacon,,Dine.apple_
extra cheese, extra sauce, hOt Oppers,
anchovies, jalapenos, cheddar cheese.

753-3030
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CALLOWAY COUNTY LADY LAKERS
•

Route to Region I champs changes
O'Rourke,
Calloway
new targets
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Girls' basketball teams
traveling down 1-24 looking to
knock off the Region I champions will have to avoid the
habit of getting off the Purchase Parkway in Draffenville.
Marshall County's run of
titles was snapped two years
ago by Graves County.
But, don't let thc bus go too
far down the Parkway to Mayfield either. It ain't there
either.
To find the home of the new
champions, head on into Calloway County and ask for
Pete, or Val, or Farrah. They'll
give directions to Jeffrey.
After three years of threats
and a notable victory over
Marshall County, Peter
O'Rourke finally had to be
recognized.
This year, he'll be recognized for not only his red carnation, but for the target on his
back.
"We love the pressure,"
O'Rourke said at practice.
"You'd think that would make

Calloway County senior Valerie Shelton.

-Before or After the

Game

2

CALLOWAY CO. LADY LAKERS
COACH: Peter O'Rourke (47-31 3 years).
1992-93 RECORD 22-9.
STARTERS LOST: Leah Darnell, F; Antonia Dunn. C; Susan
Bucy, G.
STARTERS RETURNING: Molly Wisehart, F, Jr.; Valerie
Shelton, G, Sr.
OTHER RETURNEES: Farrah Beach, G, Jr.; Jackie Guerin,
G, So.; Stephanie ,Holland, G, So.; Kylie Johnson. G, So.; Marti
McClard, F, Sr.; Linda Stubblefield, C, Jr.; Heidi Wilson, G, Jr.
Juli Yoo, G. So.; Jaime •Pigg, F, Sr.; Cassie Manness, C" So.
NEWCOMERS: Vanessa Bucy, G, Sr.; April Crass, C. Jr.;
Dana Miller, F, Jr.; Gina Tabers,
Patricia Greer, F, Fr.;
Jana Herndon, F, Fr.; Stephanie Ward, G, Fr.; Missy Stubblefield, F, Fr.; Holly Leslie, C. Fr.; Andrea Conner, G; Fr.; Misti
Mason, G, Fr.
us play better."
Though teams must now
recognize Calloway County as
the team to beat after winning
the regional crown, last season,
O'Rourke throws out one
caution:
"Teams are going to take a
shot at us but we're not the
regional champions,"
O'Rourke said, however confusing. "We're the defending
regional champions.
"This is not last year's team.
This is this year's team and
they're forced to defend last
year's record."
But, they mount a strong
defense in protecting the 22-9
mark.
Now entering her final
(seemingly 10th) year with the
Lady Lakers, Valerie Shelton
again dons the captain's bat.

•

Featuring:
• Daily Lunch and
Dinner Specials
• U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks
- Cut Fresh Daily
• Children and
Senior's Menu
• 60 Item Food Bar
and Sundae Bar FREE
with regular entrees
Banquet or Meeting
Room. Up to 80 People
• Relaxed Atmosphere,

•

•

Bel—Air Center
753-0440 7/E obi

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Hours: 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

"I think she'll be better,"
the coach said of the Murray
State signee. "She'll always
improve because of her work
ethic."
Shelton, averaging 24 points
last season, is joined in the
backcourt by junior Farrah
Beach. Beach gives the Lady
Lakers a tempo-setter and
defensive stopper.
Shelton will also be reunited
out front by sharp-shooter
Vanessa Bucy. Bucy, starting
as a sophomore, is back with
the Lady Lakers after sitting
out her junior year.
O'Rourke admits the Lady
Lakers will have more quickness on the court with the
emergence of Beach, Bucy and
sophomore Jackie Geurin, but
inside is a challenge.
Coming back to the middle
after a strong finish to her
sophomore season is 6-0 center Molly Wisehart.
"Molly was really overlooked by a lot of people last
• See Page 11-

SCHEDULE
DECEMBER
at Massac Tourn.
at Carlisie Co.
MARSHALL CO.
GRAVES CO.
at Murray
at Fulton City
— Martin (TN) Tourn
JANUARY
— at Mayfield
— TILGHMAN
— OBION (TN)
— MAYFIELD
— at Graves Co.
— at Obion (TN)
— at Lone Oak
— at Rik:Band
FEBRUARY
— at Marshall Co.
— MURRAY
at Tilghman
— at Hickman Co.
— FULTON CO.
— CARLISLE CO.
— at Fulton Co.
— HICKMAN CO.

2 —
3 —
7 —
13 —
17 —
20 —
27-29
3
10
13
17
20
22
24
28

GOOD LUCK TEAMS!
Serving Murray Since 1967
•Residential *Commercial *Repairs
•Remodeling •New Construction

1
4
7
10
14
17
21
25

Lyons Electric hic.
WA. & Donny Lyons, Owners • 915 South 4th • Murray • 753-4911 •
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MURRAY HIGH TIGERS

Youth no onger served in Murray
Tigers eye
new goals
in '93-'94

MURRAY HIGH TIGERS
COACH: Cary Miller (19th year)
1992-93 RECORD: 18-16
STARTERS LOST: Chip Greene, F
STARTERS RETURNING: James Foster, C, Jr. James Curtis, G. Jr.; Chris Allen. F, Sr ; Chris Cheaney, F, Jr.
OTHER RETURNEES: Donnie Thomas, G, Jr.;* Damon*
Cohoon, G, Sr , Jeremiah Rayburn, F, Jr , Jason West, G, So
Clay Bolin, G, Sr , TJ Myhill,,F, Jr , Robert Weatherly, C. Jr
NEWCOMERS: Ethan Crum. G. So.: Davon Ballard, G, So ,
Ryan Haverstock, G, So , Greg Miller, G So , Tim Vaugh, G,
So . John David Poynor. G. Fr

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
James Foster, Chris Cheaney, James Curtis, Robert
Weatherly, Chris Allen. After
nearly every game the last two
yeark, Cary Miller could be
heard saying, "We're just so
young."
Now, Miller isn't sure that
holds true anymore.
"If they're not ready to play
now...we certainly feel they
have the experience to play
now," Miller said after watch-

of that rank. We've certainly

got to work hard to get to that
spot."
Before coaches start norm
nating some of the talented
Tigers for Mr Basketball hon•
ors, consider: Chris Cheaney's
injured knee and Robert
Weatherly's sore shoulders.•
Football, while prosperous
at Murray High this fall, took
its toll on two key figures in

both sports. Cheaney (6-3) is
still at least a month away
after suffering ligament damage and Weatherly (6-3) can't
raise his arms without pain in
his shoulders.
In addition, Miller has just
received the services of sever-

SCHEDULE
DECEMBER
at St. Mary
HEATH
HICKMAN
CALLOWAY
— at Hancock Tourn.
JANUARY
7- FULTON Co.
11 — at Fulton City
14 — MAYFIELD
17 — at Lone Oak
21 — at W. Hopkins
25-29 — Class A
31 — at Marshall
FEBRUARY
1 -- REIDLAND
4 — at Calloway
15 — GRAVES CO.
18 — MARSHALL
21 — FULTON CITY
22 — at Hickman
25 — at Fulton Co.

3 —
7 —
10 —
17 —
27-29

-•

len of his game," Miller said
of Foster, who averaged 15
points per game last season.

See Page 11

Here's To A
Winning
Season!

Murray High junior center James Foster.

: Trans-Tune Special
Racers, Lakers
and Tigers...

Good Through December 30, 1993

•

al football Tigers within the
last week alter their late Class
A playoff run.
"I WaS roonil lor them."
said honestly "I skis
hoping they'd go all the wa
One player that wasn't playing 6,tothall or soccer or gull
was junior James Foster.
The 6-5 center has spent
every possible minute in a
gym, either at Murray High or
Murray State, improving his
game. It has paid off.
"He's really improved every

ing them practice recently.
Yes, the talented group of
underclassmen has arrived and
Miller and most of the other
coaches in Region 1 believe
they're ready to stand up and
be counted.
"Allen, Foster, Chcancy,
Curtis...they've all started a lot
of games for us," Miller said.
"You can go on and on. Certainly, the experience is
there."
So are the expectations.
After an impressive showing
in the LA Gear summer league
at Paducah Tilghman, many
coaches have tabbed the Tigers
as one of the top three teams
in the legion.
Miller says they're not that
experienced.
"That's a little too much,"
the 19-year veteran warns.
"I'm not sure we're deserving

•FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment (if applicable),
•Linkage Adjusted
•Throttle Pressure Checked
*Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
•Clean Filter (if applicable)
•Filter Extra

1:11 e

$1995
753-6577

We're Behind
You All The
Way!

Open Saturdays

,az m
FORD
MERCURY
16--

_MEW

4

"The Area's Most Established and Experienced Dealership"

Parker Ford
LincolnaMercury

TRANSMISSION
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sot. 8-Noon
200 N. 4th • Murray
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MURRAY HIGH LADY TIGERS

•

Learning process begins for Tigers
Harrell's leader gets big points
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Of all the basketball coaches
at Murray State, Murray High
and Calloway County, Jimmy
Harrell may have the easiest
job of all.
•
All he has to do is send out

SCHEDULE
2
3—
6
913 —
17 —
3 —
—
7 —
11 —
14 —
18-22
31 —
4
8
10
17
18
25

—
—
—
—
—
—

DECEMBER
FULTON CITY
at St. Mary
at Lone Oak
at Tilghman
HEATH
CALLO WAY
JANUARY
LONE OAK
at Carlisle
FULTON CO.
at Fulton City
MAYFIELD
— Class A
at Marshall
FEBRUARY
at Calloway
at Mayfield
GRAVES CO.
BALLARD
MARSHALL
at Fulton Co.

Support
(311MIE 1111111111

SIX)Inn'Eltri

MURRAY HIGH LADY 'TIGERS
COACH: Jimmy Harrell (12th year).
1992-93 RECORD: 12-11.
STARTERS LOST: Renee Hornbucide, C; Karina Holden. G,
Karla Denton, G, Veronica Lamb, F.
STARTERS RETURNING: Bonnie Payne, F. Jr.; Stacey Thomas, G, So.
OTHER RETURNEES: Sayh Snyder, F, Jr.; Poppy Hogsed,
F. Jr.; Emma Shaw. G. So: Whitney Dix, G. Jr.; Sarah Kneebone, G. Jr.; Connie Payne, C, Jr.; Anna Garland. F, Jr.; Wendy
Dowdy, C, So.
NEWCOMERS: Sara Williams, G, Fr.; Allison Cantrell, G, So.;
Jenny Leary. G, Fr : Melissa Villaflor, G, Fr.; Susan Knob, F, Fr.;
Rebecca Marsala. G. Fr Joanna Kind, F, Fr.
his young team of eager athletes and watch them learn.
Without a senior on the roster and a sophomore point
guard to lead the way, the
Lady Tigers are a mystery to
all. Especially to their oacti.
"We'll win some games
we're not expected to and
we'll lose some we're
expected to win," said Harrell,
entering his 12th season.
"That's just youthfulness.
Those things happen."
Murray, finishing 12-11 last
season, will fight an uphill
battle to catch up with a strong
district field.
"We're looking for a leader," the coach explained.
"Renee (Hornbuckle) was
always there last year. She was
an enforcer. That's what we're
looking for."
While Harrell looks for a
leader, and a legal driver, he'll
have to rely on a 4-11

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY. • (502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4'concrete F
reOnforced 'h
wire mesh
• 1r footing
C P*vrethart
tier concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated
bottom p'stes
F. 111 studs 16 0C
13 1/16- Ble-dev
circlets deg
H Masonic,, wood ce v ^y1 ic g

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

Murray High freshman guard Sara Williams.

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pie Fob Carpenter Bull!. All Quality Materials
t Se`f support r•g 2116
trusted rooters 2 ot
0C
d'ywood
J
d sclera
01 Sea' down shing'el
L 0corbahg covered
M Overhead sievel
doo.
t4 S'PPI kPni CP C1301
O 214 oasc 3
111%1""

COVP,Pd

P 2s10 P1'. 10(.3
O ace ra snd curb

We offer you FREE Esmates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, ond Written Warranty.
with hardboard siding
1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (19x20)
LARGE 2 CAR i22x22)
2', CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24x30)

sophomore.
Since her first game last
year, point guard Stacey Thomas has made things happen
for the Lady Tigers.
She averaged in double figures scoring and was among
the top assist leaders in the
area.
"She's still in the process of
learning," Harrell said of the
4-11 dynamo. "She's just a
sophomore, but she's had a
whole year of varsity under
her belt."
Adding scoring punch from
the inside and outside will be
junior Bonnie Payne, a longrange shooter when she's got
it going.
After that, Harrell must
replace three surters: Hornbuckle (center), Veronica
Lamb (forward) and Karla
Denton (guard).
Pulling alongside Thomas in
the backcourt will be freshman
Sara Williams (5-9). She has
all the tools of a complete
player.
Poppy Hogsed, a junior, and
sophmores Sarah Snyder and
Emma Shaw will join Payne
on the frontline:

vinyl siding
Deluxe Models
$3,325
1' CAR (12420)
$3,725
$4,025
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,425
$4,325
$4,825
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,525
$4,925
2.) CAR (241(24)
$5,025
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Insurance
For all your
. Insurance Needs.
'Home
•Heatth
Retirement
'
Business
'
)
41

Ray Broach, sfttin.
Bob Cornelison, standing_

'Life
'Auto
'Farm
'Boat

753.4703
310 So. 4th St.

"Good athletes is one of our
strengths," Harrell said. "We
have good quickness and
decent size. Really, our girls
that have good size can move
very well."
Connie Payne, a 6-1 junior,
will help inside while Allison
Cantrell and Sarah Kneehone
help out at the guard position.
"We have to mature quickly," Harrell said, referring to a
tough schedule. "But, they 11
were under fire last year as
sophomores and freshmen."

Murray
Ledger & Times
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•Lakers' bite...
FROM PAGE 9
Green recounted. "He said,
'Coach, they've already played
60 games this year."
So Greene 'sent his squad to
camps at Warren Central and
UT-Mertin, in addition to running them down to Paducah
for the L.A. Gear summer
league.
"Our mental toughness is
going to be siniproved due to
our play this summer," Greene
noted. "I think we gained 3
good deal of confidence."
Greene is confident that his
'third entry will build on the
year-to-year rise his teams
have shown. After winning
just twice in his maiden
voyage, Greene's Lakers won
eight a year ago.
"Hopefully our strength will
be more depth," Greene
explained. "Our shooting
should be improved and our
quickness should be
improved."
Junior Thomas Hombuckle
provides plenty of quickness
from his point guard position.
A starter since his freshman
year, the 6-1 defensive wiz
will be joined in the backcourt
by sophomore Brent Anderson,
Like Horribuckle, Anderson
drew several starting assignments in his first season.
"You bit the bullet but you
hope it pays off," said Greene,
who will throw son David, a
freshman, into varsity action
this year to improve the team's
depth. David Greene is 6-3
and a well-rounded player.
Added to the Lakers'
impressive outside threat is
Brad Cleaver, a 6-2 junior who
emerged midway through last
season to provide long distance bombing.
With the loss of center Trent
Gibson and forwards Craig

SCHEDULE
DECEMBER
2 — FULTON CO.
7 — MARSHALL CO
9-11
Mercer Tourn.
17 — at Murray
20 — at Fulton Gay
27-29 — Marlin (TN.) Tourn.
JANUARY
3 — at Mayfield
7 — at Hickman
11 — GRAVES CO.
17 — MAYFIELD
18 — at Trigg Co.
21 — at Carlisle Co.
25 — at Lone Oak
28 — at Reidland
FEBRUARY
1 — at Marshall Co.
4 — MURRAY
8 — REIDLAND
15 — at Fulton Co.
18 — at Graves Co.
22 — LYON CO.
25 — HICKMAN

Carraway and Jason Greer, the
key for the Lakers will be
holding down the paint.
Greene turns to 6-4 junior(
Tyler Bohannon and 5-11
Wesley Cogdell to provide
inside scoring and rebounding.
He will also get a lift inside
from Chad Darnall (6-3), Jay
P3U1 Herndon (6-1) and Ricky
Boyle (6-0).
"Our ability to play more
people...we hope it allows us
to keep our intensity level for
the whole game," the coach
said. "1 believe we can."
To prepare his team for a
stiff district battle, Greene has
his team entered into two tournaments for the first time in
his three years.
"We ought to be fun to
watch," Greene said. "I'd he
disappointed if we're not.
"I hope we can live up to
our sweatshirts...Takers Hard
Rockin' Basketball."'

Calloway County sophomore guard Brent Anderson, right, returns to help bolster a talented Laker
backcourt.

•Youth...
FROM PAGE 8
"He'll take on a leadership
role for us this year."
Chip Greene, a forward, was
the only starter lost from last
year's 8-16 team. Foster played center while Chaney (13
ppg), Allen (13.5 ppg) and
Curtis (point guard) rounded
out the starting fit,e.
The key will be to fill in the

•Route...*
FROM PAGE 7
year for what she did in the
regioeikl and state tournaments," O'Rourke explained.
"She's proven she can play
with the best of them."
Making up for the loss of
insiders Leah Darnell and
Antonia Dunn is senior Marti
McClard and junior Linda
Stubblefield. Juniors Dana
Miller and April Crass will
also add strength down low.
Calloway, beating Caldwell
County in the first round of
the state tournament before
losing to eventual champion
Nicholas County, must again
battle with the likes of Graves,
Marshall and Mayfield for the
title.

But O'Rourke said the Lady
Lakers' approach is the same.
"We'ye set the same goals
the past three seasons," he
we want all the
noted.

girls to graduete and go to college. Second, we want each
girl to reach her potential and
go beyond. And third, we want
win
to
the
Stale
championship."

[
MONEYS)
INN
Have A Great Season
Racers, Tigers & Lakers!
North 12th Street • Murray • 753-8353

holes lift by not only Greene,
but Chcancy and Weatherly, a
key contributor off the bench.
"We're not as, big now, sO
rebounding will he a concern,"
Miller noted. "But we can run
and play defense."
Stepping in to provide key
minutes will be guards Damon
Cohoon, Clay Bolin, Jason
West and Ethan Crum. T.J.
Myhill and Jeremiah Rayburn
will help at the forward spot.
Whoever is on the court,
Miller sees great improvement
from last year.

I

$

$

•e•

"I can see it in their eyes,"
the coach explained. "There's
a lot of confidence there."

SAVE MONEY $ $

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every thr• • months fully guaranteed???
e also offer:
'FREE Termite Inspections
-g2.omplete Underneath Structural Repairs
• Moisture Barriers
),Nutomatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TOOAY AND SAllEll

R ALL

RMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Murray, Ky.
Ummileff John thathing
Phone 753-6433
"Serving You Since 1563"
When You've Tried Thom All Cell SERVALL
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WINNER? CIRCLE

Good Luck
Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers
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The Hometown Bank
.,

LOCATION
CIIIIMIUT
MAIM OHIO • MI MARI AT TM • NOM NANO. Norm tin. AT
MI AT STOUT • MOM MUM MOM CUM COMM
loung MIAMI
PORAM
IMIIPITAL TULIN NAOMI
111711•1131

753-11193 • Member FIK • Null limning Lens* at
,1 12th St • S Manor Pram
%an Offer — 101 S Nunn St • University Nandi — 515!

611 12th NI
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